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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
Robots mainly consist of links and joints, hence studying different joints and coming up 
with new joints will contribute in advancing robots. 
The methodology used in this thesis is; Proofing the concept of the Omni-Joint by 
theoretical analysis and manufacturing a prototype, comparing the following revolute joints; 
Omni-Joints, Hooke‟s joint, and Ordinary joint. The comparison is regarding; points of 
singularity, range of field of motion, inverse kinematics and applying it on different paths 
using MATLAB, and finally studying the stresses on the Omni-Joint using FEM with CAD 
software AutoDesk-Inventor in different postures. 
The results are that unlike the Ordinary-joint and the Hooke-joint the Omni-Joint has; 
no singularities, continues range of field of motion, simple one to one kinematics. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 Chapter 1 Introduction 
To simulate a ball-joint (with three degrees of freedom) between mechanical 
parts\links L1 and L2, a joint J is installed between them. Since for a revolute joint there are 
only three rotational degrees of freedom (D1, D2, and D3), no more than three independent 
actuation inputs should be needed to operate this joint. In case more than three inputs are 
applied, the joint is considered redundant and excessively complicated. Mainly such joints are 
simply a sequence of rotational joints of single degree of freedom. 
 
Robots consist mostly of links and joints. Hence, 2 and 3 DoF (degrees of freedom) 
rotational joints are needed to simulate wrist or ball & socket joints, especially joints that are 
singular free. Such joints are useful for body joints like the shoulder, wrist, hip, ankle, neck, 
and back (or waist). Joints are found in limbed robots from all around the world, for example; 
Honda [1] developed “ASIMO” from Japan shown in Fig.1.1. Army-technology [2] reported 
“PETMAN” from the USA. Sputnik-news [3] reported “FEDOR” from Russia. Kai 
Schächtele from WIRED [4] reported “Method-2” from South Korea show in Fig.1.2. The 
applications of robotic joints include; Industrial robotic arm manipulators as the ones from 
“KUKA” [5] shown in Fig.1.3. Operation in hazardous environments like space NASA‟s 
“Robonaut” as reported by Elizabeth Howell from space.com [6]. In the medical field for 
example, Rafi Letzter from Popular-science [7] reports a prosthetic limb as shown in Fig.1.4. 
Entertainment Robo-one wrestling contest [8], Robots-voice [9] reports “QRIO” from Sony 
shown in Fig.1.5 are other examples. Robotic joints are used in military applications as 
reported by Robot-Blog [10] “XOS 2” from Raytheon Sarcos power suits shown in Fig.1.6, 
“PETMAN”. Moving cameras. Couplings like the Hooke joint configuration, other joints can 
be used a constant velocity (homokinetic) flexible couplings like the Omni-Joint or the 
Canfield joint. 
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Figure ‎1.1. "ASIMO" robot from Japan [1] 
 
 
Figure ‎1.2. “Method-2” robot from South Korea [2] 
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Figure ‎1.3. KUKA robotic arm manipulators [3] 
 
 
Figure ‎1.4. Man with two prostatic robotic arms [4] 
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Figure ‎1.5. “QRIO” robot from Sony [5]  
 
 
Figure ‎1.6. “XOS 2” Raytheon Sarcos power suits [6]  
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Some terminologies are defined, so the reader can have clear understanding whenever 
each term is used in this documentation. 
 
Terminology and Definitions: 
Note: the coordinate system used in this study is the spherical coordinate system,  
 is deviation angle,  is the azimuth angle, as shown in Fig.1.7. 
 
a) Deviation plane (P) [11] 
As shown in Fig.1.7 It is the plane formed by the axes of the two links L1 and L2 
when they are not aligned (deviation angle ≠ zero). This plane contains the axes of 
the two links. The deviation angle  between the two links is measured in this 
plane. If the axes of L1 and L2 are aligned (deviation angle = zero), an infinite 
number of deviation planes can be considered existing or the deviation plane can be 
considered undefined. 
 
b) Mirror plane (M) [11] 
As shown in Fig.1.7 it is the plane passing in center point C and perpendicular to 
the deviation plane P. it also divides the supplementary angle of the deviation angle 
equally. The two links L1 and L2 are always symmetrical about plane M (hence the 
name mirror plane). 
 
 
Figure ‎1.7. Important planes and symbols for the used terminology [11] 
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c) Twist angle [11] 
It is the angle rotated by a link around its own axis from the position where it is 
symmetrical to the opposite link about the mirror plane. 
 
d) Locking position (kinematic Singularity) [11] 
A locking position is a position where the joint is locked and unable to rotate in 
certain directions. In this position the joint has no complete freedom to rotate in any 
direction but is constrained to rotate in certain direction(s). This can render some 
trajectories undoable by the joint or requiring the change of the joint posture first. 
 
e) Self-obstruction [11] 
Self-obstruction is a problem that appears when the physical structure of the joint 
limits its range of field of motion (work envelope) due to mechanical parts colliding 
with each other. The joint parts obstruct among themselves in certain trajectories. 
The side effect of self-obstruction is discontinuity in the joint range of field of 
motion. 
 
Notes: 
 Self-obstruction problem renders some trajectories unallowable. 
 Any locking position causes a temporal self-obstruction but still the 
trajectory can be executed with special treatment (ex: introduce time delay), 
that is why the two problems are considered separate problems. 
 
f) Range of field of motion barrier 
Range of field of motion barrier is all the set of points that forms a "fence" where 
the joint cannot pass through from on part of the range of field of motion to the 
other. A barrier can be temporary due to locking positions, or always present in case 
of self-obstruction (this is elaborated with examples later in the documentation 
when studding certain joints). 
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Chapter 2 
 Literature Review 
2 Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Several studies investigated robotic joints regarding; singularity, range of field of 
motion, and kinematics of robotics joints. 
 
2.1 Ball & Socket (3 DoF): 
A ball & socket joint is simply as named, it is composed of a ball and socket. This 
allows rotation about any arbitrary axis of rotation. Yu [12] introduces an active 
actuated ball and socket joint shown in Fig.2.1, the socket is like a cage, with zones that 
allows motion for each motor shaft, and the motors are constrained to move along each 
arc, but not rotate relative to the arc about its own axis. Each arc is allowed to rotate to 
accommodate with the rotation of other motors. Fig.2.2 shows rotation about each 
motor axis. NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory [13] uses ultrasonic motors and other 
piezoelectric actuators to actuate a ball and socket joint shown in Fig.2.3. 
Yan, Lim, and Lee [14]
 
introduce electromagnetically actuated ball and socket joint as 
shown in Fig.2.3. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.1. Active ball and socket joint [12] 
 
 
Figure ‎2.2. Active ball and socked rotation [12] 
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Figure ‎2.3. NASA‟s ball and socked joint [13] 
 
 
Figure ‎2.4. Electromagnetic ball and socket [14] 
 
2.1.1 Drawbacks of ball & socket joint: 
A ball & socket joint cannot have a deviation angle more than 90° in all 
directions, as the socket holds the ball from falling out. 
 
2.1.2 Advantages of the ball and socket joint: 
The main advantage of a ball & socket joint is that it is made of the least number 
possible of parts for a joint with 3 DoF. 
 
2.1.3 Applications: 
A most suitable application for a ball & socket joint is a passive connection. 
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2.2 Spherical Parallel Manipulator (3 DoF): 
Khezrian and Reza et al [15] show in Fig.2.5 the confutation of the joint. The joint 
connects two bases with three sets of links; each set is a pair of links (or “limbs” as 
shown in the Fig.2.5). By rotating each of the three links connected to one of the bases, 
the other base changes its location (position and orientation). 
 
 
Figure ‎2.5. Spherical parallel manipulator [15] 
 
2.2.1 Drawbacks of the spherical parallel manipulator joint: 
It has small deviation angle (less than 90°). 
 
2.2.2 Advantages of the spherical parallel manipulator joint: 
An important advantage of the spherical parallel manipulator joint is when adding the 
three actuators they all can be on one side. 
 
2.2.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. 
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2.3 Agile Joint (3 DoF): 
Gosselin and Clément et al [16] show in Fig.2.6 the confutation of the joint; the 
joint connects two bases with three sets of link. By rotating each of the three links 
connected to one of the bases, the other base changes its location (position and 
orientation). 
 
 
Figure ‎2.6. Agile joint configuration [16] 
 
2.3.1 Drawbacks of the agile joint: 
It has small deviation angle (less than 90°). 
 
2.3.2 Advantages of the agile joint: 
An important advantage of the Agile joint is that all three actuators are on one side. 
 
2.3.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. Fig.2.7 [16] shows it moving cameras 
used as robot eyes. 
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Figure ‎2.7. Agile joint prototype [16] 
 
2.3.4 Similarity between the Spherical Parallel Manipulator & Agile joint: 
Gosselin and Clément et al [16] included Fig.2.8, comparing it to Fig.2.5, and 
inspecting it and simplifying it, it will be clear that is the same as the Spherical 
Parallel Manipulator. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.8. Agile joint principal configuration [16] 
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2.4 Coaxial Spherical Parallel Manipulator (3 DoF): 
Tusynbek and Shintemirov [17] introduces a Spherical Parallel Manipulator with 
Coaxial Input Shafts, as shown in Fig.2.9 it connects two bases, with three pairs of 
links, each pair has one of its links that is parallel to the others. While the other links in 
each pair lie down in one plane with 120 degrees between each axis. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.9. Coaxial Agile Joint [17] 
 
Bai, Shaoping and M. R. Hansen. [18] show the configuration of the Coaxial Joint 
as shown in Fig.2.10. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.10. Coaxial Joint configuration [18] 
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2.4.1 Drawbacks of the Coaxial Spherical Parallel Manipulator: 
It has small deviation angle (less than 90°). 
 
2.4.2 Advantages of the Coaxial Spherical Parallel Manipulator: 
An important advantage of the Coaxial joint is that all three actuators are on one side. 
  
2.4.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. 
 
 
2.5 Canfield Joint (3 DoF): 
Canfield, Charles, Robert, and Anthony [19] patented the Canfield joint, as shown 
on the left side of Fig.2.11; the joint connects two bases with three sets of links, each set 
is a pair of links. By extension or flexing each of the three links connected to one of the 
base, the other base changes its location (position and orientation). On the right side of 
Fig.2.11 a physical embodiment of the Canfield joint is shown. 
It must be mentioned that disregarding that the joint is 3 DoF, the twist angle 
never changes. The three degrees of freedom determine; the deviation angle, the 
azimuth angle, and the distance of the center point from the bases. Unlike all the joints 
in this study, this joint center of rotation can be changed. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.11. Canfield joint [19] 
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2.5.1 Drawbacks of the Canfield joint: 
No control of twist angle although it is a 3 DoF joint. 
 
2.5.2 Advantages of the Canfield joint: 
An important advantage of the Canfield joint is that all its actuators are on one side. 
 
2.5.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. Fig.2.12 [20] shows it used for vector 
thrusting. It can also be used as a flexible constant velocity coupling. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.12. Canfield joint Application [20] 
 
 
2.6 Omni-Wrist III (2 DoF): 
Sofka, Jozef et al. [21] shows a physical porotype of the “Omni-Wrist III” as 
shown in Fig.2.13. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.13. Omni-Wrist III [21] 
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2.6.1 Drawbacks of the Omni-Wrist III: 
The Omni-Wrist III only covers a hemisphere with deviation angle of 90 degrees. 
 
2.6.2 Advantages of the Omni-Wrist III: 
An important advantage of the Omni-Wrist III is that the two actuators are on one 
side. 
 
2.6.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. Sofka, Jozef et al. [21] suggest it to be 
used as a laser beam steering devices. 
 
 
2.7 Omni-Joint (2 DoF) Alternate Configurations: 
 
 Configuration-II (Minimalized-Omni-joint). It was first introduced by Duta and 
Opera [22]. Fig.2.14 shows it. It is called Minimalized as it only has one pair of arcs 
with only one hinge. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.14. Minimalized-Omni-joint (Duta and Opera, 1989) [22] 
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 Configuration-III (Orthogonal-Omni-joint). It was first introduced by Duta and 
Opera [22]. Fig.2.15 shows it. It is called orthogonal as the angle between the hinges 
connecting the arc parts is variable. 
 
 
Figure ‎2.15. Orthogonal-Omni-joint (Duta and Opera, 1989) [22] 
 
2.7.1 Drawbacks of the Omni-Joint Alternate Configurations: 
Both configurations cannot have their actuators on one side.  The Orthogonal-Omni-
joint is complicated in its mechanical structure. 
 
2.7.2 Advantages of the Omni-Joint) Alternate Configurations: 
Both configurations can have a deviation angle more than 90 degrees. The 
Minimalized-Omni-joint is simple in its mechanical structure. 
 
2.7.3 Applications: 
It is suitable generally for any robotic joint. 
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2.8 Scope of Research: 
The scope of research is limited to focus on these three joints that pass 120 degrees; 
Omni-Joint, Ordinary joint (which is the joint mainly used in robot shoulders as shown 
in Fig1.1), and Hooke‟s joint (which is the joint mainly used in robot hips as shown in 
Fig1.1), and to find out how the first configuration of the Omni-Joint is different from 
the other configurations. 
 
2.9 Objectives: 
Thesis objectives: 
 Perform a Comparative study between the Omni-Joint, Ordinary joint, and Hooke‟s 
joint regarding;  
o Points of singularity. 
o Continuity of range of field of motion range of field of motion. 
o Forward and inverse kinematics; using geometrical methods to 
determine the range of field of motion, as the D-H (Denavit–
Hartenberg) table does not take into consideration the physical 
embodiments of the joint and self-obstruction. 
o Dealing with problems like locking postures and self-obstruction. 
o Passivity as coupling. 
o Passivity as a joint. Backward drivability (motion compliance). 
o Dependency of twist degree of freedom (undesired twist). 
o Position-reach redundancy (i/t o/t mapping redundancy). 
o Programming and control simplicity. 
 Program the inverse kinematics into MATLAB (including problems like; 
redundancy, locking postures, and self-obstruction postures) 
 Generate multiple paths in the range of field of motion, and using MATLAB find 
the corresponding points in the joint-space. 
 Proof of concept by manufacturing a functional prototype of the Omni-Joint. 
 Using FEM to execute stress analysis on the Omni-Joint in different postures, with 
various forces and moments in magnitude and direction. 
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2.10 Added Value of the Thesis: 
This thesis is an extension to the work by AboZaied and El Saeid [11] and [23]. 
Table.2.1 shows the additional work in this thesis compared to the work done before: 
 
Table ‎2.1 Extension work of thesis 
Points covered 
Document 
P
at
en
t 
2
0
0
7
 [
2
3
] 
P
at
en
t 
2
0
1
0
 [
1
1
] 
T
h
es
is
 
Definitions. * * * 
Extra definitions. - - * 
Describing the configuration of Ordinary-joint. * * * 
Describing the configuration of Hooke-joint. * * * 
Describing the configuration of Omni-Joint. * * * 
Drawbacks of Ordinary-joint. * * * 
Extra drawbacks of Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Drawbacks of Hooke-joint. * * * 
Extra drawbacks of Hooke-joint. - - * 
Drawbacks of Omni-Joint. - - * 
Advantages of Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Advantages of Hooke-joint. - - * 
Advantage of Omni-Joint. * * * 
Extra advanced of Omni-Joint. - - * 
Derive the proportions of Hooke-joint parts. - - * 
Describe range of field of motion for ordinary-joint. - - * 
Describe range of field of motion for Hooke-joint. - - * 
Forward and inverse kinematics for Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Forward and invers kinematics for Hooke-joint. - - * 
Derive the equations of passing the barrier between zone-1 and zone-2 
of the range of field of motion for the Hooke-joint. 
- - * 
Forward and inverse kinematics of Omni-Joint. * - * 
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Explaining the difference of configuration between the Ordinary-joint, 
the Hooke-joint, and the Omni-Joint. 
- - * 
Applications for Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Applications for Hooke-joint. - - * 
Applications for Omni-Joint. * * * 
Extra applications for Omni-joint. - - * 
Programming a code to generate paths and plotting them. - - * 
Programming a code for inverse kinematics for Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Programming a code for handling locking delay for Ordinary-joint. - - * 
Programming a code for inverse kinematics Hooke-joint. - - * 
Programming a code for Hooke-joint to handle locking. - - * 
Programming a code to handle self-obstruction for Hooke-joint. - - * 
Programming a code for inverse kinematics for Omni-Joint. - - * 
Programming a code to count the number of locking instances. - - * 
Programming a code to count the number of self-obstruction instances. - - * 
Designing and manufacturing & physical prototype for the Omni-Joint. - - * 
Appling stress analysis on the Omni-Joint in various postures using 
FEM. 
- - * 
Providing specs to the Omni-Joint as a product. - - * 
* Work done 
- Work not done 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology, Conceptual Design, and Mathematical Modeling 
3 Chapter 3 Methodology, Conceptual Design, and Mathematical Modeling 
The tools and methods to execute the objectives are as follows: 
3.1 Comparative Study of the Joints: 
Using passive prototypes will aid validating; locking positions, and self-obstruction 
in the range of field of motion, passivity as a coupling, backward drivability. 
Geometrical derivation method is to be used to find forward and inverse kinematics as 
the D-H table does not take into consideration self-obstruction. Geometrical method is 
to be used to find a mathematical equation to describe the self-obstruction barrier (or 
fence) in the range of field of motion. Position-reach redundancy is part of knowing the 
forward and inverse kinematics. Simplicity of programming will be observable of the 
inverse kinematics equations is more complicated for the three joints. This analysis will 
show the pros and cons of each joint. 
3.2 Programing the Equations: 
MATLAB software is to be used to program the inverse kinematics taking into 
consideration redundancy, infinite number of solutions, and self-obstruction. This step 
is needed to perform the next objective which is converting multiple paths form the 
range of field of motion to the joint-space. 
3.3 Joint-space in Response to Range of field of motion: 
MATLAB software is to be used to program codes to generate multiple paths. 
Simply by plugging these paths to the inverse kinematics, it is possible to plot the 
 joint-space. This is useful to inspect sharp vertical increase in the joint-space to detect 
and count locking positions and the number of failures due to self-obstruction. 
3.4 Manufacturing: 
Using Auto-Desk Inventor to design the parts of the Omni-Joint, and come up with 
work drawing. Then a sophisticated workshop machines the parts. 
3.5 Stress Analysis Using FEM: 
Auto-Desk Inventor is to be used to do FEM stress analysis on the Omni-Joint 
prototype manufactured as a proof of concept for this thesis. Various postures with 
various forces and moments are applied to find out the best and worst case scenario. 
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First, the joints will be analyzed with regards to; their configuration disadvantages and 
advantages discussing locking positions, self-obstruction and range of field of motion, and 
finally forward and inverse kinematics. Second, the design and manufacture of the Omni-
Joint prototype. Third, programming the inverse kinematics into MATLAB and path 
generation. Forth, demonstrate the joint-space in response to the paths in the range of field of 
motion. Fifth (and finally), the stress analysis on the Omni-Joint prototype in various 
postures. 
 
3.6 Ordinary Joint: 
As shown in Fig.3.1: [11] 
 Ordinary joint referred to in the figure as J1 can be broken down to J1a & J1b. 
 The first degree of freedom D1 is between L1 & J1a. 
 The second degree of freedom D2 is between J1a & J1b. 
 The third degree of freedom D3 is between J1b & L2. 
 The axis of D1 is perpendicular to the axis of D2, and is aligned to the axis of L1. 
 The axis of D3 is perpendicular to the axis of D2, and is aligned to the axis of L2. 
 All axes of L1, L2, D1, D2, and D3 intersect at a common point C which is also the center 
of rotation of the ball-joint simulated by this joint. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.1. Ordinary joint [11] 
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3.6.1 Drawbacks of the Ordinary joint: 
1. Locking position and consequent (locking) delay [11] 
 
2. Position with infinite number of solutions: 
At locking position posture D1 has infinite number of solutions. 
     [      ]. This adds more computing time of path planning. 
 
3. Position-reach redundancy [11] 
 
4. Backward drivability loss: 
A side effect of the locking position is that the joint is not completely backward 
drivable at that position. This means that in a robotic application if a specific 
overwhelming force is applied in this position, it actually causes the joint to break 
instead of just overwhelming the motors. 
 
5. Discontinuous range of field of motion: 
As shown in Fig.3.7 the shape of the range of field of motion of the Ordinary 
joint is a spherical cap. The range of field of motion is discontinuous due to the 
locking position at the posture where  = 0°. The range of field of motion barrier 
is two points on the top point of the range of field of motion; the line connecting 
these two points is parallel to the axis of D2, one point is just away from the top 
point of the range of field of motion, and the other point is just away from the top 
point if the workplace in the other direction. Since the line connecting the two 
points of the range of field of motion barrier is parallel to D2 that means that they 
rotate when D2 changes its orientation as D1 rotate. At  = 0° the barrier points 
only allow rotation about the axis of D2, while D1 only change the twist angle. 
The figure is exaggerated in the position of the two barrier points, while in reality 
the two barrier points are almost at the same exact spot. 
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Figure ‎3.2. Range of field of motion barrier of the Ordinary joint 
 
 
6. Undesired twist: [11] 
 
7. Increase of computing time due to drawbacks: 
Locking position posture needs additional computing for path planning to be 
dealt with at a cost of delay. “Positions with infinite number of solutions” adds 
more computing time to pick a suitable solution for inverse kinematics. Position-
reach redundancy results in complications in joint programming or control, as a 
new position command is given to the joint, one of the two solutions have to be 
chosen (ex: the solution that results in faster reach time). If it is desired to move 
the joint around with no twist additional controls will take place over D3 to 
continuously cancel the undesired twist. 
 
3.6.2 Advantages of the Ordinary joint: 
The main advantage of the Ordinary joint is its very simple mechanical 
construction. And it has moderate complex programming or control. 
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3.6.3 Forward and inverse kinematics: 
The forward and inverse kinematics of the Ordinary joint has multiple solutions as 
the joint suffer from positions with infinite solutions, and position-reach redundancy. 
Given that; D1 angle is O, D2 angle is O: 
 
The angles in the joint-space are   and   . 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Forward kinematics: 
 
{
 
 
 
 
(        )
  
(               ) 
(   [      ]     ) 
     }
 
 
 
 
 (eqn.1) 
 
There are two solutions, one with     when    , however when  
         ,     . In the locking position there are infinite number of 
solutions, where  can have any value and    . 
 
The angles in the joint-space are   and   . 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Inverse kinematics: 
 
{
 
 
 
 
(       )
  
(               ) 
(    [      ]     ) 
    }
 
 
 
 
  (eqn.2) 
 
Same as the forward kinematics there are two solutions, one with     when 
   , however when                . In the locking position there are 
infinite number of solutions, where   can have any value and     . 
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3.6.4 Applications: 
The Ordinary joint is usually used as; 
 Using only D1 and D2 it is found in; the base joint in an industrial arm 
manipulator such as the KUKA‟s “KR 3 AGILUS” arm manipulator [24], and as 
Craig, John J. [25] shows; the base of a PUMA robot arm shown in Fig.3.10, and 
the joint configuration of the PUMA wrist which is the whole ordinary joint 
configuration as shown in Fig.3.11. 
 Humanoid robots shoulder such as; NASA‟s “Valkyrie” [26], Boston dynamics 
“Atlas” [27], and Honda‟s “ASIMO” [28]. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.3. Ordinary joint in a PUMA arm manipulator [25] 
 
 
Figure ‎3.4. PUMA wrist configuration is the same as Ordinary joint [25] 
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3.7 Universal | Hooke‟s Joint: 
As shown in Fig.3.5: [11] 
 Universal joint referred to in the figure as J2 can be broken down to J2a, J2b, & J2c. 
 The first degree of freedom D1 is between J2a & J2b. 
 The second degree of freedom D2 is between J2b & J2c. 
 The third degree of freedom D3 is between J2c & L2. 
 The axis of D1 is perpendicular to the axis of D2 and L1, and intersects them at C. 
 The axis of D3 is perpendicular to the axis of D2, and is aligned to the axis of L2. 
 All axes ofL1, L2, D1, D2, and D3 intersect at a common point C which is also the center of 
rotation of the ball-joint simulated by this joint. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.5. Universal joint [11] 
 
3.7.1 Joint proportions to achieve deviation angle: 
For simplifications; the joint parts dimensions are exaggerated to be zero in 
thickness, parts J2a and J2c are identical, and each is chosen to be shaped as three 
straight lines with right angles, part J2b is shaped as a cross with two equal lines. 
Fig.3.6 shows the Hooke joint bent to extreme where parts J2a and J2c self-obstruct, a 
cone is drawn with the end point of J2c about J2a. Fig.3.7 shows when the two 
corners of J2a and J2c meet, the end point of J2c falls outside the cone of shown in 
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Fig.3.6, meaning that it is part of bigger cone, which also means that it has less 
deviation angle than the position shown in Fig.3.6.  
 
 
Figure ‎3.6. Universal joint maximum deviation angle 
 
 
Figure ‎3.7. Universal joint least extreme deviation angle 
 
In order to insure that the joint can at least bend up to a certain angle, the ratios of 
parts J2a and J2c are derived at that posture where the two corers meet. 
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As shown in Fig.3.8: 
 Line segment of J2a that is parallel to the axis of D1 is given the length of uy. 
 The other line segments of J2a each one is given the length of uz. 
 C is the center point. 
 Point d falls in middle of line segment of J2c that is parallel to D2. 
 Point e falls in middle of line segment of J2a that is parallel to D1. 
 Plane dCe contains L1 and L2, which is the plane where the deviation angle is 
measured, devotion angle is noted . 
 Point b falls in middle of the line   ̅̅̅̅ . 
 Point a is the point where the two corners of J2a and J2c meet. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.8. Universal joint proportions to achieve certain deviation angle 
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As shown in Fig.3.9: 
              
      
    
 
     
 
 
 
 In the     ;     ̅̅̅̅    ̅̅ ̅̅         ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅̅̅           
 In the     ;     ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅  
  
 
     ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅̅̅           
 In the     ;     ̅̅ ̅̅       ̅̅̅̅               ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅̅̅           
 In the     ;     ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅  
  
 
   ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅̅̅         
    
 
     
 In the     ;                          
 In the     ;    ̅̅̅̅    ̅̅̅̅     (    )        (    
 
 
)        ( 
 
 
)        (
 
 
) 
      ̅̅̅̅        (
 
 
) (eqn.3.1) 
 In the     ;    ̅̅̅̅    ̅̅̅̅     (    )  
  
 
    (   )  
  
 √ 
 
   ̅̅̅̅  
  
 √ 
 (eqn.3.2) 
 Given eqn.3.1 and eqn.3.2 
      (
 
 
)  
  
 √ 
 
    
  
 √     (
 
 
)
 (eqn.3.3) 
 
 
Figure ‎3.9. Universal joint proportions to achieve certain deviation angle 
 
By substituting with the desired value of   in eqn.3.3, the proportions of the  
Hooke-joint are determined. 
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3.7.2 Drawbacks of the Universal joint: 
 
1. Locking position and consequent (locking) delay [11] 
 
2. Positions with infinite number of solutions: 
At locking position posture D1 has infinite number of solutions. 
The range of D1 would have been [      ], However due to self-obstruction 
     ]        [. This adds more computing time in path planning. 
 
3. Self-obstruction (for high deviation angles) [11]: 
 
4. Backward drivability loss: 
Due to locking positions the Hooke joint loses backward drivability. Due to  
self-obstruction the joint loses backward drivability. 
 
5. Discontinuous Range of field of motion: 
As shown in Fig.3.10 a spherical cap shape for the range of field of motion of 
the Universal joint is considered. The shape of the range of field of motion barrier 
is affected by the shape of the parts of the joint. 
 To maximize that range of field of motion and to minimize the range of field 
of motion barriers, the joint parts dimensions are exaggerated to be zero in 
thickness. For this work space, joints parts J2a and J2c shaped as three 
straight lines with right angles, part J2b is shaped as a cross. And the 
minimum extreme deviation angle is 120°, which means that the ratio 
between uz and uy according to eqn.3.3 is 
  
  
 
 
√ 
. 
 
The range of field of motion is discontinuous because of the locking positions 
and  
self-obstruction: 
 Due to locking positions at the posture where degree of freedom D2 = ± 90°, 
four points exist as part of the range of field of motion barrier, a pair at one 
side of the axis of D1, and the other pair at the other side of the axis of D1. 
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Each pair of points are connected with a line parallel to D2, one point is just 
away from the axis of D1, and the other point is just away from the axis of 
D1 in the other direction. Since the line connecting the two points of each 
pair of the range of field of motion barrier is parallel to D2 that means that 
they rotate when D2 changes its orientation as D1 rotate. At D2 = ± 90° the 
barrier points only allow rotation about the axis of D2, while D1 only 
change the twist angle. The figure is exaggerated in the position of the two 
barrier points of each pair, while in reality the two barrier points of each pair 
are almost at the same exact spot. 
 Due to self-obstruction there exist 4 curves as shown in Fig.3.10 they act 
like fences where the joint cannot pass from one side to the other. There are 
two openings at these fences at both sides of the axis of D1. As shown in the 
figure the zones of the range of field of motion all given the names of; Zone-
1 and  
Zone-2, this will come in handy later in this documentation when the inverse 
kinematics are discussed. 
 
Figure ‎3.10. Range of field of motion barrier of the Universal joint 
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As shown in Fig.3.11; The angle of the degree of freedom D1 is U1, U1=0° 
when D2 is aligned with the X-axis taking self-obstruction into consideration, U1 
is +ve in the counter clock wise direction about the Y-axis or D1 axis. The angle 
of the degree of freedom D2 is U2, U2=0° when the plane containing all there line 
segments forming J2c is orthogonal to the Y-axis, the D2 axis is aligned with the 
X-axis at U1=0°, D2 axis is rotated about the Y-axis by the angle U1, U2 is +ve in 
the clock wise direction about the D2 axis. 
 
Figure ‎3.11. The positive and negative directions for U1 and U2 
 
To find a mathematical relation between U1 and U2 that forms the range of field 
of motion barrier the geometry in Fig.3.12 is useful; Plane Cab containing L2 
rotated form the zero position of D1 be the angle of U1. U2 is the angle J2c rotates 
form the zero position of D2. Plane Cbd is orthogonal to the plane Cab, as plane 
Cbd is only free to rotate relative to plane Cab about the axis of D2, where D2 is 
always orthogonal to plane Cab however D1 rotates. Plane abd is orthogonal to 
plane aCd, so      measures the angle between these two planes, and    
         . Line   ̅̅ ̅̅  is orthogonal to   ̅̅ ̅̅  in order to aid finding the 
mathematical relation. 
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As shown in Fig.3.12: 
     ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅ ̅̅                              ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅ ̅̅  
     ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅ ̅̅                         
                          ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅  
  
 
  
     ̅̅̅̅    ̅̅ ̅̅                 
 In      and     ; 
o     ̅̅ ̅̅                      ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅ ̅̅  
  
 
                 
                                    
            (eqn.4.1) 
 
Figure ‎3.12. Derivation of range of field of motion barrier fence of the Universal joint 
 
Looking at a flat projection of the range of field of motion zones on a X-Y plane 
with four quadrants; the signs of U1 and U2 are shown in Fig.3.13. 
Eqn.4.1 is derived in the first quadrant. The following effort aims to have one 
equation to describe the range of field of motion barrier in all quadrants; 
 In the first quadrant Zone-1 U1 is +ve, U2 is +ve, so            moves 
from Zone-1 to Zone-2, so |  |       |  | is valid. 
 In the second quadrant Zone-1 U1 is -ve, U2 is +ve; so            
moves from Zone-1 to Zone-2; 
|  |       (   ). 
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So |  |       |  | is valid. 
 In the third quadrant Zone-1 U1 is -ve, U2 is -ve; so             
moves from Zone-1 to Zone-2; 
           ,          (   ). 
So |  |       |  | is valid. 
 In the fourth quadrant Zone-1 U1 is +ve, U2 is -ve; so             
moves from Zone-1 to Zone-2; 
           ,            . 
So |  |       |  | is valid. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.13. Range of field of motion barrier equation over all 4 quadrants 
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From the previous points it is concluded that; the equation describing the range 
of field of motion barrier is: 
 |  |       |  | (eqn.4.2) 
And the condition of crossing the range of field of motion barrier from Zone-1 
to Zone-2 is: 
 |  |       |  | (eqn.5) 
 
6. The shape of joint parts affects range of field of motion: 
Effort has to be done to know the actual shape of any Hooke joint range of field 
of motion according to the physical embodiment shapes of the joints parts. The 
bigger joint parts, the thicker range of field of motion barrier will be. 
 
7. Undesired twist [11] 
 
8. Increase of computing time due to drawbacks: 
Locking position posture needs additional computing to be dealt with at a cost of 
delay. “Positions with infinite number of solutions” adds more computing time to 
pick a suitable solution for inverse kinematics. In case the joint is used in an 
invested configuration as shown in Fig.3.22, the joint will  suffer position-reach 
redundancy, which results in complications in joint programming or control, as a 
new position command is given to the joint, one of the infinite solutions have to 
be chosen (ex: the solution that results in faster reach time).Self-obstruction at 
high deviation angles causes discontinuity in the range of field of motion, an 
algorithm is needed to select between Zone-1 and Zone-2, computing has to select 
between two sets of forward and inverse kinematics, in addition algorithms are 
needed to detect trajectory that passes the range of field of motion barriers, and 
either to re-plan trajectories to optimize moving between two points passing 
around the range of field of motion barrier between them, or reject this transition 
all together. The distortion of the range of field of motion caused by the shape of 
joint parts means more effort, moving from Zone-1 to Zone-2, and the other way 
around moving from Zone-2 to Zone-1. If it is desired to move the joint around 
with no twist additional controls will take place over D3 to continuously cancel 
the undesired twist. 
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3.7.3 Advantages of the Universal joint: 
The main advantage of the Universal joint is its simple mechanical construction. 
And it can be used as flexible coupling, however not as constant speed coupling, and 
with a deviation angle less than 90°. 
 
3.7.4 Forward and inverse kinematics: 
A D-H table is not suitable to find the forward and inverse kinematics, as it does 
not take the shape of the links, and self-obstruction into consideration. Hence a 
geometrical approach is used. 
There exist two sets of solutions according to the position of the joint, whether it 
is Zone-1 or Zone-2 shown in Fig.3.10 and Fig.3.13. 
As shown in Fig.3.14;  is the deviation angle.  is the azimuth angle. Line I 
connects the end point to the origin (or center) point. The length of I is arbitrary, so it 
is equal to 1 for convenience. I1, I2, and I3 are the Cartesian coordinates of the end 
point. U1 and U2 are the Universal joint angles leading to the end point. There exist 
two set of U1 and U2 that lead to the end point. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.14. Universal joint forward and inverse kinematics 
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The angles in the joint-space are    and    . 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Forward kinematics: 
From the geometry shown in Fig.3.14; 
 
        (  )     (  ) 
       (  )     (  ) (eqn.6.1) 
 
        (  ) 
       (  ) (eqn.6.2) 
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√      (  )     (  )
 (eqn.6.7) 
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   (  )
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        (
(   (  ))
(   (  )    (  ))
) (eqn.6.8) 
 
From eqn.6.4 and eqn.6.8: 
 {       (   (  )     (  ))         (
(   (  ))
(   (  )    (  ))
)} (eqn.6.9) 
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Note that in the previous equation eqn.6.9;  varies from -180° to +180° (more 
accurately it ranges in all four quadrants); so it needs two trigonometric equations to 
find it. A single tan
-1
 function is valid when taking the signs of the numerator and 
denominator separately into consideration. 
 
The angles in the joint-space are    and    . 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Inverse kinematics: 
From the geometry shown in Fig.3.14; 
 
        ( )     ( ) 
       ( )     ( ) (eqn.7.1) 
 
        ( )     ( ) 
       ( )     ( ) (eqn.7.2) 
 
        ( ) 
       ( ) (eqn.7.3) 
 
For the first set of solution: 
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) (eqn.7.4) 
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For the second set of solution: 
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) (eqn.7.6) 
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From all the above and taking into consideration points of infinite solutions: 
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                                                 }
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (eqn.7.8) 
 
Note that in the previous equation eqn.7.8; both U1 and U2 varies from -180° to 
+180°; so each need two trigonometric equations to find them. A single tan
-1
 function 
is valid when taking the signs of the numerator and denominator separately into 
consideration. 
 
3.7.5 Applications: 
The Hooke joint configuration is usually used as robots‟ hips and ankles; in 
“Method-2” ankles [29], in “THORMANG3” from ROS-Robots [30], in “FEDOR” 
ankle [31], in “ASIMO” as Miyazaki and Hideaki [32] illustrate as shown in Fig.15. 
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Figure ‎3.15. Universal joint in the hips and ankles of robot “ASIMO” [32] 
 
3.8 Omni-Joint: 
The Omni-Joint is a unique configuration(s) based on a special mechanical 
structure and a concept of symmetry, comprising two symmetrical halves, with ways to 
sustain the symmetry between them. It is rotatable in three dimensions using two 
degrees of rotational freedom, simulating wrist rotational joint. It can be actuated to be 
used as a joint connecting two links. With a third degree of freedom it simulates a  
ball & socket joint. The links can move from any point to another on any trajectory 
without any problems. Using only two degrees of freedom it can be used passively as a 
constant angular velocity flexible coupling connecting two shafts. Omni-Joint can bend 
to an angle more than 90°. A practical model is designed to reach 120°.  
 
The Omni-Joint has different configurations mentioned in the literature review. 
The one of interest is Configuration-I (Variable-Omni-Joint). It was first proposed by 
AboZaied and El Saeid [23]. Fig.3.16 shows a physical prototype for it. It is called 
variable as the angle between the hinges connecting the arc parts is variable. It is also 
referred to by Omni-Joint in this study. 
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Figure ‎3.16. Prototype of Omni-Joint Configuration-I (Variable-Omni-Joint) 
 
3.8.1 Configuration-I (Variable-Omni-Joint): 
As shown in Fig.3.17: [11] 
 The joint connects two mechanical links, L1 and L2. 
 The degrees of freedom D1 (comprising of D1-1 and D1-2) and D2 (comprising 
of D2-1 and D2-2) are responsible for pointing L2 relative to L1 in space 
without making any twist angle between the two links. 
 D3 alone controls the twist angle between L1 and L2. 
 L2* is connected to L1 through D1 & D2, the connection between L2* and L2 is 
through D3. 
 Base part B1 is fixed to the link L1. 
 A rotational degree of freedom (D1-1) exists between the first arc A1-1 and base 
B1 about a spatially fixed axis relative to base B1. 
 A rotational degree of freedom (D2-1) exists between the second arc  
A2-1 and base B1 about a spatially fixed axis relative to base B1, the axis of  
D2-1 is perpendicular to that of D1-1 and intersects it at a point C, which is the 
center of the simulated ball-joint. 
 The second base part B2 is fixed to the link L2*. 
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 A rotational degree of freedom (D1-2) exists between the first arc A1-2 and base 
B2 about a spatially fixed axis relative base B2. 
 A rotational degree of freedom (D2-2) exists between the second arc  
A2-2 and base B2 about a spatially fixed axis relative to base B2, the axis of  
D2-2 is perpendicular to that of D1-2 and intersects it at a point C. 
 A rotational degree of freedom (H2) exists between arcs A1-1 and A1-2. The 
axis of H2 passes through the center point C. 
 A rotational degree of freedom (H1) exists between arcs A2-1 and A2-2. The 
axis of H1 passes through the center point C. 
 
Notes: 
 The axis of L1 as specified is perpendicular to D1-1 and D2-1 and intersects 
them at the center point C. It is also spatially fixed relative to base B1. 
 The axis of L2* as specified is perpendicular to D1-2 and D2-2 and 
intersects them at the center point C. It is also spatially fixed relative to base 
B2. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.17. Configuration I (Variable-Omni-Joint) of the Omni-Joint [11] 
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Method of operation: 
The joint total movement consists of movements of its parts: [11] 
 The axis of H1 and H2 form a plane M. About which, base B1 is symmetric to 
base B2, A1-1 symmetric to A1-2, A2-1 symmetric to A2-2, and ultimately L1 
is symmetric to L2*. This is referred to later on as the “mirror rule”.  
 As D1-1 rotates, D1-2 also rotates satisfying the mirror rule. This is a motion 
constraint between D1-1 and D1-2. This forms the degree of freedom D1 which 
axis is aligned with the axis of the hinge H1. This motion constraint can be 
realized by a simple mechanical mechanism. 
 As D2-1 rotates, D2-2 also rotates satisfying the mirror rule. This is a motion 
constraint between D2-1 and D2-2. This forms the degree of freedom D2 which 
axis is aligned with the axis of the hinge H2. This motion constraint can be 
realized by a simple mechanical mechanism. 
 As a result of this symmetric motion, no twist is possible between B1and B2, or 
L1 and L2*. 
 D3 is the degree of freedom existing between L2* and L2, and it is totally 
independent of D1 and D2, D3 completely controls the angle of twist between 
L1 and L2. 
 Link L2 has three degrees of freedom relative to L1. The two degrees of 
freedom D1 and D2 which exist between L1 and L2* are totally responsible of 
positioning L2 in a certain spatial position relative to L1. 
 The angle between the axes of D1 and D2 is variable. The axes H1 & H2 are not 
necessarily perpendicular to each other all the time. 
 The angle between the axes of rotation of the two arc-shaped components on the 
same pyramid-shaped component (ex: A1-1 and A2-1) is always a right angle. 
 If D1-1 is fixed (accordingly D1-2 is fixed), then the axis of D2 (H2) is spatially 
fixed relative to any of the base parts (B1 & B2), even if D2-1 and D2-2 are 
rotating. In this case the base parts (B1 & B2) and the links L1 and L2 are 
purely rotating about the axis of D2 (H2). 
 If D2-1 is fixed (accordingly D2-2 is fixed), then the axis of D1 (H1) is spatially 
fixed relative to any of the base parts (B1 & B2), even if D1-1 and D1-2 are 
rotating. In this case the base parts (B1 & B2) and the links L1 and L2 are 
purely rotating about the axis of D1 (H1). 
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 The symmetric configuration of the joint as specified with two symmetric 
halves and a mirror plane eliminates the problems found in some joints. This 
will be elaborated later in this document under the title of the advantages of the 
Omni-Joint. 
 
3.8.2 Forward and Inverse Kinematics: 
 
Configuration-I of Omni joint is not an open chain mechanism; hence  
D-H table cannot be used to find the forward kinematics. Instead a geometrical 
method is used. 
As shown in Fig.3.18: [23] 
 The coordinate system used is the spherical coordinate system. Where, the 
angle  in X-Y plane is formed between the projection of the axis of L2* and 
X-axis, the angle  is measured in the counter clockwise direction around the 
Z-axis, which aligned with the axis of L1 directed from L1 to the center point 
C of the joint. 
 X-Y plane is perpendicular to the axis of L1 and intersects the link L1 
anywhere along L1. 
 X-axis intersects with the axis of L1, and is parallel to the axis of D2-1. 
 Y-axis intersects with the axis of L1, and is parallel to the axis of D1-1. 
 The projection of L2* is also the intersection of X-Y plane and plane P. Note 
that the axes of L1 and L2* lie in plane P. The deflection angle is measured on 
plane P. 
 Angle  exists in plane P, and is measured from the axis of L1 to the axis of 
L2*. 
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Figure ‎3.18. Coordinate system between L1 and L2* for Omni-Joint [23] 
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As shown in Fig.3.19: [23] 
 The joint is controlled using D1-1 and D2-1, where D1-1 rotates an angle of s, 
and D2-1 rotates an angle of s. Therefore, a mathematical relation is derived 
between s & s, and  & . 
 As D1-1 and D2-1 rotate angles of s & s respectively, mirror plane M 
rotates, forming an angle of s with X-Y plane. 
 Since plane M is the mirror plane, it is perpendicular to plane P. In addition, 
plane P is perpendicular to both plane M and X-Y plane. Therefore, angle s 
exists in plane P. 
 Since plane M is the mirror plane, angle s is equal to half the angle . This is 
due to the fact that the angle that lies between any two planes is equal to the 
angle formed by the two normals to these planes. 
 Taking the distance between the center point C and X-Y plane to be   ̅̅ ̅̅ . The 
value of   ̅̅ ̅̅  is arbitrary due to the fact that the position of  
X-Y plane along the axis of L1 is insignificant. Regardless of the value of   ̅̅ ̅̅ , 
the relations between all the angles remain intact. The value of   ̅̅ ̅̅  is used to 
derive the mathematical equations, upon derivation the variable of   ̅̅ ̅̅  length is 
cancelled out automatically. This is the same for all the distances shown in 
Fig.3.42. 
 Point d is considered as an X coordinate, meaning that   ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ can be +ve or –ve. 
Point e is considered as a Y coordinate, meaning that   ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ can be +ve or –ve. 
The reason that is considered, is the fact that; s and s can be +ve or –ve, and 
 is an angle that covers all 4 quadrants. 
 Angle s is measured in the counter clockwise direction about Y-axis which is 
parallel to D1-1. 
 Angle s is measured in the clockwise direction about X-axis which is parallel 
to D2-1. 
 In the initial position of the joint, L1 and L2* are aligned. Therefore, they are 
perpendicular to both D1 and D2. In addition, D1 and D2 are perpendicular to 
each other only at this instant. 
 In the initial position, the angles s, s, s, , and  are equal to zero. 
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Figure ‎3.19. Omni-Joint configuration-I forward and inverse kinematics [23] 
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The angles in the joint-space are s and s. 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Forward kinematics: 
 As mentioned: 
    
 
 
  (eqn.8.1) 
 From the geometry: 
    (  )  
  ̅̅ ̅̅
  ̅̅ ̅̅
 (eqn.8.2) 
 From the triangle     : 
   ̅̅ ̅̅  
  ̅̅ ̅̅
   (  )
  (eqn.8.3) 
 From the triangle     : 
   ̅̅̅̅  
  ̅̅ ̅̅
   (  )
  (eqn.8.4) 
 From the triangle      and applying Pythagoras: 
  ̅̅̅̅  √  ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅̅̅   
Substituting eqn.8.3 and eqn.8.4 in the previous equation 
   ̅̅ ̅  √(
  ̅̅̅̅
   (  )
)
 
 (
  ̅̅̅̅
   (  )
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 (eqn.8.5) 
 From the triangle      and the concept of triangles similarity: 
  ̅̅ ̅̅
  ̅̅̅̅
 
  ̅̅ ̅̅
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Substituting eqn.8.3 and eqn.8.4 in the previous equation 
   ̅̅ ̅  
 ̅ 
  ̅̅̅̅     (  )    (  )
 (eqn.8.6) 
Substituting eqn.8.6 in eqn.8.2 
   (  )  
  ̅̅ ̅̅    ̅̅̅̅     (  )    (  )
  ̅̅ ̅̅  
  
Substituting eqn.8.5 in the previous equation 
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Substituting eqn.8.1 in the previous equation and simplifying 
    (  ⁄ )  √    (  )      (  ) (eqn.8.7) 
         (√    (  )      (  )) (eqn.8.8) 
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 From the triangle     : 
   ( )  
  ̅̅ ̅̅
  ̅̅̅̅
 
Substituting eqn.8.2 and eqn.8.4 in the previous equation 
    ( )  
   (  )
   (  )
 (eqn.8.9) 
 From the triangle     : 
   ( )  
  ̅̅ ̅̅
  ̅̅ ̅̅
 
Substituting eqn.8.2 and eqn.8.3 in the previous equation 
    ( )  
   (  )
   (  )
 (eqn.8.10) 
 From eqn.8.9 and eqn.8.10: 
    ( )  
   (  )
   (  )
 (eqn.8.11) 
        (
(   (  ))
(   (  ))
) (eqn.8.12) 
 
From eqn.8.8 and eqn.8.12: 
 {
        (√    (  )      (  ))
       (
(   (  ))
(   (  ))
)
} (eqn.8.13) 
 
Note that in the previous equation  varies from -180° to +180° (more 
accurately it ranges in all four quadrants); so it needs two trigonometric equations to 
find it. A single tan
-1
 function is valid when taking the signs of the numerator and 
denominator separately into consideration.    (  ) is always +ve, so its sign has no 
effect, so it is valid to simply cancel it out when deriving eqn.8.11 from eqn.8.9 and 
eqn.8.10 . 
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The angles in the joint-space are s and s. 
The angles in the range of field of motion are  and . 
 
Inverse kinematics: 
 From the geometry: 
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Taking in to consideration that:    (  )  
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 From the geometry: 
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From eqn.9.2 and eqn.9.4: 
 {
      
  (   (  )     ( ))
      
  (   (  )     ( ))
} (eqn.9.5) 
 
3.8.3 Configurations; Ordinary joint, Hooke joint, and Omni-Joint: 
Fig.3.20 simplifies the difference in configuration between the ordinary joint on 
the left, the Hooke joint in the middle, and on the right Omni-Joint (without the twist 
degree of freedom). All are a sequence of three rotational joints. The difference is the 
default position of the links relative to the rotational degrees of freedom.  
The Omni-Joint first and last rotational degrees of freedom work symmetrically. 
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Figure ‎3.20. Configurations; Ordinary joint, Hooke joint, and Omni-Joint 
 
3.8.4 Symmetry achievement: 
To satisfy the mirror rule with the symmetry it implies between any  
arc-shaped component and its pair, such as: A1-1 & A1-2, A2-1 & A2-2, many 
methods can be used employing strings, gears, hydraulics, links ... etc. The idea is to 
create a mechanism that changes when the arc shaped component rotates, and then use 
this mechanism and the change that happens in it to duplicate\reproduce the motion 
for the corresponding\peer arc shaped component. [11] 
 
 Achieving symmetry using Gears [11] 
 As shown in Fig.3.21, considering bevel gear G1 which axis is perpendicular 
to plane M and passes by center point C, when G1 rotates, the two bevel 
gears G2 and G3 rotate in opposite directions causing the two arcs A1-1 and 
A1-2 to rotate opposite to each other and thus the two degrees of freedom 
D2-1 and D2-2 change in the same manner (symmetry is achieved), note that 
the axes of G2 & G3 are aligned with the axis of H2. 
 This mechanism is reversible, meaning that if the motion started by moving 
D2-1 then the axis H1 moves and so the gear G1 (because it is in a plane 
fixed relative to axis H1) rolls on G3 rotating about itself, transferring the 
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motion to G2 and causing A1-2 to move, and D2-2 changes in the same 
manner as D2-1. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.21. Gears method to achieve symmetry [11] 
 This mechanism is repeated for the other set of arcs (A2-1 and A2-2) as 
shown in Fig.3.22, so totally there are two gear mechanisms; one for each 
set of arcs. 
 For Configuration-I the axes H1 and H2 are not always perpendicular. This 
can be dealt with easily by making the two gear mechanisms rotatable from 
each. 
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Figure ‎3.22. Gears method to achieve symmetry [11] 
3.8.5 Drawbacks of the Omni-Joint: 
The main drawback of the Omni-Joint is its complex mechanical construction.  
 
3.8.6 Advantages of the Omni-Joint: 
The main advantages offered by the Omni-Joint are: 
 No locking positions and thus no time delays for the links to start moving from 
any point to another on any trajectory.  
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 No points with infinite number of solutions, (one to one mapping). 
 No position-reach redundancy. Each position in the range of field of motion of 
the joint is reached with a unique set of values (one to one mapping). 
 Both degrees of freedom of Omni-Joint are symmetrical and both are in 
“parallel” connecting the links, not in “series”, they both contribute in the 
same manner on the output. That is clear in eqn.8.13 mentioned earlier. 
 Large deviation angles even obtuse ones (120° for example) with no self-
obstruction (i.e. any of the links can rotate about the axis of the other while 
maintaining a constant deviation angle without causing any collisions within 
the joint parts). 
 Continuous range of field of motion. 
 The joint is always backward drivable. 
 The shape of joints parts has no effect on the range of field of motion. 
 No undesired twist angle between the links. This aspect allows the joint to be 
used as a flexible constant angular velocity coupling. 
 Ease of programming and controlling due to the absence of the previously 
mentioned problems, which means small computation time. 
 All the actuators can be one side of the joint. No need for having the actuator 
carried on part of the joint. 
 When used passively as a constant angular velocity flexible coupling, very 
high deviation angles (more than 90°) can be reached. 
 
3.8.7 Applications: 
With further study of the loads the Omni-Joint can handle, the more possibilities 
are available. 
In principle, this joint could be used in any robotic or mechanical field, like 
industrial robotic arms wrists end effector, rotating a surveillance camera, the joints of 
limbed or moving robots, also in military applications like rotating and aiming a tank 
cannon or an airplane machinegun, it can be used in medical applications as well like 
artificial limbs. 
For low dynamic applications it could be used for example; painting robot 
maiplulator, wielding robot manipulator, or aiming a laser. 
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The joint can be also used passively as a flexible constant angular velocity 
coupling with large deviation angles. 
Fig.3.23 shows some visualization for different applications. 
 
 
Figure ‎3.23. Several applications for the Omni-Joint [11] 
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3.9 MATLAB Codes: 
In order to see the response of the joints to the paths using MATLAB: the inverse 
kinematics of each joint is coded in an m-file, taking into consideration locking delay 
and self-obstruction. Other m-flies generated various paths. Finally by plugging all the 
previous m-files into a main m-file, the response of the joint-space to various paths in 
the range of field of motion is found. 
 
3.9.1 Main code: 
a) “main_thesis” is the main code:  
a.1.1. Inputs; 
It acquires inputs from the user regarding the paths to be generated. 
 
a.1.2. Pseudo code; 
Path generating code according to the input, will be one of two: 
 “path_gen_deg”; generates type of path, explained later (b). 
 “path_umbrella_deg”; generates type of path, explained later (c). 
 
Then the selected path is plotted in 3D using the code: 
 “plot_path_deg”; generates type of path, explained later (j). 
 
Then, it calls upon m.files that transforms from the path works-pace to the 
joint-space using inverse kinematics codes. Each will be explained in 
details later under points; (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i) respectively; 
 “theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg”; inverse kinematics for Omni-Joint. 
 “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg”; inverse kinematics for Ordinary joint. 
 “fix_ordianry_locking”; fix Ordinary joint locking positions. 
 “theta_phi_U1_U2_deg”; inverse kinematics for Hooke‟s joint. 
 “fix_Hooke_locking”; fix Hooke‟s joint locking positions. 
 “self_obstruct_U1_U2_deg”; detect self-obstruction. 
 
a.1.3. Outputs; 
The first output of this function is to plots the path in 3D, and as two 
curves of each degree of freedom; 
  “plot_path_deg”; plots the path in 3D, explained later at point (j). 
 
The second output of this function is to plot the path of each joint in the 
joint-space, and provides information to the user regarding upper 
hemisphere, lower hemisphere, locking positions, and self-obstruction. 
 
 
a.1.4. Flowchart; 
The main code “main_thesis” flow chart is shown in Fig.3.24. 
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Figure ‎3.24. “main_thesis” flowchart 
 
a.1.5. The detailed code for “main_thesis” is in Appendix A.1. 
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3.9.2 Paths generating codes: 
b) “path_gen_deg” is a general path generating code in the range of field of motion: 
  
b.1. Inputs (axis_theta, axis_phi, theta_start, theta_end, phi_start, phi_end); 
 axis_theta is the theta angle of the arbitrary axis of rotation with 
respect to the origin frame of reference.  
 axis_phi is the phi angle of the arbitrary axis of rotation with respect 
to the origin frame of reference. 
 theta_start is the theta angle of the starting point with respect to the 
new frame of reference of the arbitrary axis of rotation. 
 theta_end is the theta angle of the ending point with respect to the 
new frame of reference of the arbitrary axis of rotation. 
 phi_start is the phi angle of the starting point with respect to the new 
frame of reference of the arbitrary axis of rotation. 
 phi_end is the phi angle of the ending point with respect to the new 
frame of reference of the arbitrary axis of rotation. 
 
b.2. Pseudo code; 
The path points are converted from spherical to Cartesian coordinate system, 
and then rotated about the arbitrary axis of rotation by rotating about the z 
axis by axis_phi, then rotated with reference to relative coordinate system by 
angle axis_theta. Then they are transformed back to spherical coordinate 
system. Then It calls upon the m.file, “theta_phi_cont_deg”. 
 “theta_phi_cont_deg” ; It amends the effect of the function of the 
MATLAB that transform from Cartesian to spherical coordinates, 
Which will be explained in details later at point (k).  
 
Note: the “path_gen_deg” code is used in both “main_thesis” and 
“path_umbrella_deg” as shown in point (a) and (c), and it prepares 
the path points before “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” (mentioned at 
point (e)), such that if functions properly. 
 
b.3. Outputs; [“thetas_phis”] 
The output is the points of the path ready to be processed by the inverse 
kinematics of the program. 
 
b.4. The detailed code for “path_gen_deg” is in Appendix A.2. 
 
 
c) “path_umbrella_deg” is a path generating code that somehow looks like an 
umbrella path in the range of field of motion: 
 
c.1. Inputs (n); 
“n” is the number of sectors of the umbrella shaped path. 
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c.2. Pseudo code; 
It calls upon m.files “path_gen_deg” to generate the various segments of the 
sectors of the path. 
 “path_gen_deg” is mentioned and explained at point (b). 
 
c.3. Outputs; [thetas_phis] 
The output is the points of the path ready to be processed by the inverse 
kinematics of the program. 
 
c.4. The detailed code for “path_umbrella_deg” is in Appendix A.3. 
 
 
3.9.3 Inverse kinematics codes: 
d) “theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg”  is the inverse kinematics code for Omni-Joint:  
 
d.1. Inputs; (thetas_phis) 
 “thetas_phis” are the points of the range of field of motion. 
 
d.2. Pseudo code; 
Simply it applies the inverse kinematics equations (eqn.9.5). 
 
d.3. Outputs; [betas_zetas] 
“betas_zetas” is the points in the joint-space of the Omni-Joint. 
 
d.4. The detailed code for “theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg” is in Appendix A.4. 
 
 
e) “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” is the inverse kinematics for code for Ordinary 
joint:  
 
e.1. Inputs; (thetas_phis) 
 “thetas_phis” are the points of the range of field of motion. 
 
e.2. Pseudo code; 
It applies simplified inverse kinematics equations (eqn.2) for practicality 
through the m.file, “theta_phi_cont_deg” 
 “theta_phi_cont_deg”; It generates continues output for the ordinary-
joint, Which will be explained in details later at point (k).  
 
e.3. Outputs; [Otheta_Ophi] 
“Otheta_Ophi” is the points in the range of field of motion of the 
Ordinary joint. 
 
e.4. The detailed code for “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” is in Appendix A.5. 
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f) “fix_ordianry_locking” is a code that fix Ordinary-joint locking positions:  
 
f.1. Inputs; (Othea_Ophi). 
 “Othea_Ophi” are the points in the joint-space of the Ordinary joint. 
 
f.2. Pseudo code; 
It scans the points where there is locking positions, and insert a point that 
possibly transits between the points after and before. 
 
Note: it needs information of the next point to enable to fix the locking; it 
cannot be used in real time.  
 
f.3. Outputs; [Otheta_Ophi,O_locking,O_locking_no]; 
 “Otheta_Ophi” is the updated points in the joint-space of the 
Ordinay-joint. 
 “O_locking” is a size of the set of points is equal to the size of the set 
of points of the updated output “Otheta_Ophi”, the value is zero 
when there is no locking, and the value is one whenever there is 
locking. 
 “O_locking_no” is a set of points to where the locking did appear, at 
which elements (i.e. [5, 8, 250, 310, etc…]), this size of this set of 
points is just the times locking accrues. 
 
f.4. The detailed code for “fix_ordianry_locking” is in Appendix A.6. 
 
 
 
g) “theta_phi_U1_U2_deg” is the inverse kinematics for code for Hooke- joint: 
 
g.1. Inputs; (thetas_phis) 
 “thetas_phis” are the points of the range of field of motion. 
 
g.2. Pseudo code; 
It applies the inverse kinematics equations (eqn.7.8), after figuring which 
point of the range of field of motion corresponds to which zone of the 
Hooke-joint  
joint-space. As there are 2 zones. 
 
g.3. Outputs; [U1_U2,U_zone]; 
 “U1_U2” are the points in the joint-space of the Hooke-joint. 
 “U_zone” is a corresponding set of points the gives information 
where does the point fall; is it in zone-1 (“U_zone”=1), is it in zone-2 
(“U_zone”= -1), or is it at the opening between zone-1 and zone-2 
(“U_zone”=0). 
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g.4. The detailed code for “theta_phi_U1_U2_deg” is in Appendix A.7. 
 
 
h) “fix_Hooke_locking” is a code that fix Hooke-joint locking positions:  
 
h.1. Inputs; (U1_U2,U_zone). 
 ““U1_U2” are the points in the joint-space of the Hooke-joint. 
 “U_zone” is a corresponding set of points (using eqn.5) the gives 
information where does the point fall; is it in zone-1 (“U_zone”=1), 
is it in zone-2 (“U_zone”= -1), or is it at the opening between zone-1 
and zone-2 (“U_zone”=0). 
 
h.2. Pseudo code; 
It scans the points where there is locking positions, and removes the point 
where “U_zone”=0, and then insert two points that possibly transits between 
the point before “U_zone”=0 and the point after “U_zone”=0. 
 
Note: it needs information of the next point to enable to fix the locking; it 
cannot be used in real time. 
 
h.3. Outputs; [U_res,U_zone,U_locking,U_locking_no]; 
 “U_res” is the updated points in the joint-space of the Hooke-joint. 
 “U_zone” is the updated points of the points zones. 
 “U_locking” is a size of the set of points is equal to the size of the set 
of points of the updated output “U_res”, the value is zero when there 
is no locking, and the value is one whenever there is locking. 
 “U_locking_no” is a set of points to where the locking did appear, at 
which elements (i.e. [5, 8, 250, 310, etc…]), this size of this set of 
points is just the times locking accrues. 
 
h.4. The detailed code for “fix_ordianry_locking” is in Appendix A.8. 
 
 
i) “self_obstruct_U1_U2_deg” is code  detects Hooke-joint self-obstruction: 
 
i.1. Inputs; (U_zone). 
 “U_zone” is a corresponding set of points the gives information 
where does the point fall; is it in zone-1 (“U_zone”=1), is it in zone-2 
(“U_zone”= -1), or is it at the opening between zone-1 and zone-2 
(“U_zone”=0). 
 
i.2. Pseudo code; 
It detects whenever the path crossover from the two zones (using eqn.5), by 
checking the absolute value of the subtraction between the current point and 
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the next point, if it equals to two, which means that a self-obstruction 
accrued. 
 
Note: it needs information of the next point to enable to fix the locking; it 
cannot be used in real time. 
 
i.3. Outputs; [U_fail,U_self_no]; 
  “U_fail” is a size of the set of points is equal to the size of the set of 
points of the updated output “U_zone” (which is equal to the point of 
the Hooke-joint joint-space), the value is zero when there is no 
locking, and the value is one whenever there is locking. 
 “U_self_no” is a set of points to where the self-obstruction did 
appear, at which elements (i.e. [5, 8, 250, 310, etc…]), this size of 
this set of points is just the times self-obstruct accrues. 
 
i.4. The detailed code for “self_obstruct_U1_U2_deg” is in Appendix A.9. 
 
 
3.9.4 Support functions codes: 
j)  “plot_path_deg” a  code that plots the path in 3D, explained earlier at point (a): 
 
j.1. Inputs; (thetas_phis). 
 “thetas_phi” are the points of the range of field of motion of the path. 
 
j.2. Pseudo code; 
The code transform the spherical coordinates of the path into Cartesian 
coordinates, and then plot the path in 3D. 
 
j.3. Outputs; [upper,lower]; 
  “upper” informs whether there is a point in the upper hemisphere. 
 “lower” informs whether there is a point in the lower hemisphere. 
The main output of this code is a 3D plot of the path. 
 
 
j.4. The detailed code for “plot_path_deg” is in Appendix A.10. 
 
 
k) “theta_phi_cont_deg” the code that amends the path to be continuous: 
 
k.1. Inputs; (thetas_phis) 
  “thetas_phis” are the input points. 
 
k.2. Pseudo code; 
It starts by preparing the first and second solutions used in the  
Ordinary-joint. Then it transformers all angles of the solutions such that phi 
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angles   [    36  ]. After that it equates the first point to fist point of the 
input angles, then it checks for which difference is smaller of thetas and 
phis, finally it adds the value of the current phi to the previous phi, like that 
the output is continuous. 
 
Note: the “path_cont_deg” code is used in in both “path_gen_deg” and 
“theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” as shown in points (b) and (e). 
 
k.3. Outputs; [Ctheta_Cphi]; 
  “Ctheta_Cphi” is the continues output. Whether it is used in 
generating a path just as mentioned at point (b). 
 
k.4. The detailed code for “theta_phi_close_deg” is in Appendix A.11. 
 
 
3.9.5 Analysis using various paths planning: 
The analysis uses various samples of 120 paths about the, X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis. And 
various axes in between. 
 
The paths shapes vary from; 
 Full rotational latitude and spiral paths (paths 1 to 36). Such as path 1 shown in 
Fig.3.25. and path 4 shown in Fig.3.26: 
 
 
Figure ‎3.25. Rotational latitude path (1) 
 
 
Figure ‎3.26. Spiral path (4) 
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 Straight or longitude paths (paths 37 to 81). Such as path 42 shown in Fig.3.27: 
 
 
Figure ‎3.27. Longitude path (41) 
 
 Paths with smooth turns at the “north pole”. Which also cause Ordinary-joint to 
lock120 (paths 82 to 101). Such as path 82 shown in Fig.3.28: 
 
 
Figure ‎3.28. Random path (82) 
 
 Umbrella shaped like paths, which combine between latitude and longitude 
paths. With sharp turns at the “north pole” that cause Ordinary-joint to lock) 
(paths 102 to 120). Such as path 102 shown in Fig.3.29: 
 
Figure ‎3.29. Umbrella path (102) 
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 It is taken into consideration that no path passes the magnitude of 120° 
deviation angle, as it is a constraint on the physical prototypes. 
 
The data collected takes into consideration; 
 A path that crosses from the upper hemisphere to the lower hemisphere 
(including the “equator”). As mainly the Ordinary-joint locking delay is in the 
upper hemisphere, while the Hooke-joint delay and self-obstruction is in the 
lower hemisphere. 
 The number of locking delays is counted. 
 The number of self-obstructions is counted. 
 Every path has a unique input for its generation; however some paths are 
equivalent to each other. Only one of them will be considered. 
 
Table.3.1 shows the description of the axis of rotation and the path. The first column 
is the path number. The second column is the theta angle rotated by the axis of 
rotation about the X-axis, and then the third column is the phi angle rotated by the 
axis of rotation about the Z-axis. The forth column is the path theta start angle, and 
then the sixth column is the theta end angle. The seventh column is the path phi start 
angle, and then the eighth column is the path phi end angle. 
 
Table.‎3.1. Paths data 
Path no. 
Axis Path 
Theta Phi 
Theta Phi 
Start end Start end 
1 0 0 45 45 0 360 
2 0 0 90 90 0 360 
3 0 0 120 120 0 360 
4 0 0 0 120 0 1800 
5 90 0 10 10 0 360 
6 90 0 20 20 0 360 
7 90 0 30 30 0 360 
8 90 0 0 30 0 1800 
9 90 90 10 10 0 360 
10 90 90 20 20 0 360 
11 90 90 30 30 0 360 
12 90 90 0 30 0 1800 
13 30 0 45 45 0 360 
14 30 0 0 45 0 1800 
15 30 0 90 90 0 360 
16 30 0 0 90 0 1800 
17 45 0 37.5 37.5 0 360 
18 45 0 0 37.5 0 1800 
19 45 0 75 75 0 360 
20 45 0 0 75 0 1800 
21 30 45 45 45 0 360 
22 30 45 0 45 0 1800 
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23 30 45 90 90 0 360 
24 30 45 0 90 0 1800 
25 45 45 37.5 37.5 0 360 
26 45 45 0 37.5 0 1800 
27 45 45 75 75 0 360 
28 45 45 0 75 0 1800 
29 30 90 45 45 0 360 
30 30 90 0 45 0 1800 
31 30 90 90 90 0 360 
32 30 90 0 90 0 1800 
33 45 90 37.5 37.5 0 360 
34 45 90 0 37.5 0 1800 
35 45 90 75 75 0 360 
36 45 90 0 75 0 1800 
37 0 0 -120 120 0 0 
38 0 0 -120 120 45 45 
39 0 0 -120 120 90 90 
40 30 0 -150 90 0 0 
41 30 0 -144.5 100.1 45 45 
42 30 0 -125.2 125.2 90 90 
43 60 0 -180 60 0 0 
44 60 0 -180 78.4 45 45 
45 60 0 -180 180 90 90 
46 90 0 -210 30 0 0 
47 90 0 -225 45 45 45 
48 90 0 -180 180 90 90 
49 120 0 -240 0 0 0 
50 120 0 -258.4 0 45 45 
51 120 0 -180 180 90 90 
52 0 45 -120 120 0 0 
53 0 45 -120 120 45 45 
54 0 45 -120 120 90 90 
55 30 45 -150 90 0 0 
56 30 45 -144.5 100.1 45 45 
57 30 45 -125.2 125.2 90 90 
58 60 45 -180 60 0 0 
59 60 45 -180 78.4 45 45 
60 60 45 -180 180 90 90 
61 90 45 -210 30 0 0 
62 90 45 -225 45 45 45 
63 90 45 -180 180 90 90 
64 120 45 -240 0 0 0 
65 120 45 -258.4 0 45 45 
66 120 45 -180 180 90 90 
67 0 90 -120 120 0 0 
68 0 90 -120 120 45 45 
69 0 90 -120 120 90 90 
70 30 90 -150 90 0 0 
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71 30 90 -144.5 100.1 45 45 
72 30 90 -125.2 125.2 90 90 
73 60 90 -180 60 0 0 
74 60 90 -180 78.4 45 45 
75 60 90 -180 180 90 90 
76 90 90 -210 30 0 0 
77 90 90 -225 45 45 45 
78 90 90 -180 180 90 90 
79 120 90 -240 0 0 0 
80 120 90 -258.4 0 45 45 
81 120 90 -180 180 90 90 
82 0 0 -120 120 0 180 
83 0 0 -120 120 0 180 
84 0 20 -120 120 0 180 
85 0 30 -120 120 0 180 
86 0 40 -120 120 0 180 
87 0 50 -120 120 0 180 
88 0 60 -120 120 0 180 
89 0 70 -120 120 0 180 
90 0 80 -120 120 0 180 
91 0 90 -120 120 0 180 
92 0 0 -120 120 -180 180 
93 0 10 -120 120 -180 180 
94 0 20 -120 120 -180 180 
95 0 30 -120 120 -180 180 
96 0 40 -120 120 -180 180 
97 0 50 -120 120 -180 180 
98 0 60 -120 120 -180 180 
99 0 70 -120 120 -180 180 
100 0 80 -120 120 -180 180 
101 0 90 -120 120 -180 180 
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Chapter 5 
Prototyping and Stress Analysis 
4 Chapter 4 Prototyping and Stress Analysis 
An objective of this thesis is to design a prototype using CAD program “Auto-Desk 
Inventor”, manufacturing an Omni-Joint, and preforming stress analysis on the Omni-Joint 
using “Auto-Desk Inventor”.  
 
4.1 Mechanical Embodiment of Omni-Joint: 
Fig.4.1 shows an assembly of the Omni-Joint. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.1. Omni-Joint 3D model 
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Fig.4.2 shows sub-assemblies that make up the Omni-Joint: 
1) Sub-assembly „k‟, which is the pyramid shape base. Its corresponding sub 
assembly „q‟. 
2) Sub-assembly „l‟, which is the big arc. Its corresponding sub assembly „p‟. 
3) Sub-assembly „m‟, which is the small arc. Its corresponding sub assembly „o‟. 
4) Sub-assembly „n‟, which is the core. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.2. Sub-assemblies 
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Fig.4.3 shows an explosion view of sub-assembly „k‟, which is composed of: 
1) “Pyramid-Base”. 
2) “Pyramid-bottom”. 
3) “Pyramid-Big”. 
4) “Pyramid-Small”. 
5) Bearing. 
6) “Bearing-Spacer”. 
7) “Wire-Roller”. 
8) “Bearing-Pin”. 
28) Snap ring. 
29) Bolt 
30) Nuts 
 
 
Figure ‎4.3. Subassembly (a) parts 
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Fig.4.4 shows an explosion view of sub-assembly „l‟, which is composed of: 
9) “Arc-Big”. 
11) “Bolt-Pin”. 
12) “Arm-Big”. 
14) “Coupling-Arc-Big”. 
31) Set screw 
 
 
Figure ‎4.4. Subassembly (b) parts 
 
 
Fig.4.5 shows an explosion view of sub-assembly „m‟, which is composed of: 
10) “Arc-Small”. 
11) “Bolt-Pin”. 
13) “Arm-Small”. 
15) “Coupling-Arc-Small”. 
31) Set screw 
 
 
Figure ‎4.5. Subassembly (c) parts 
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Fig.4.6 shows an explosion view of sub-assembly „n‟, which is composed of: 
16) “Core-Arc-Big”. 
17) “Core-Arc-Small”. 
18) “Core-Pin”. 
19) “Gear-Big”. 
20) “Gear-Small”. 
21) “Extension”. 
22) “Gear-Core-Big”. 
23) “Gear-Core-Small”. 
24) “Core- Gear-Spacer-Big”. 
25) “Core- Gear-Spacer-Small”. 
26) “Core-Knurled-Nut-Big”. 
27) “Core-Knurled-Nut-Small”. 
 
Figure ‎4.6. Subassembly (c) parts 
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Total number of parts for the whole joint is shown in Table.5.1. 
 
Table.‎4.1. Parts number and quantity 
Part number Name Total Quantity 
1 Pyramid -Base 2 
2 Pyramid-Bottom 8 
3 Pyramid-Big 2 
4 Pyramid-Small 2 
5 Bearing 16 
6 Bearing-Spacer 32 
7 Wire-Roller 8 
8 Bearing-Pin 24 
9 Arc-Big 2 
10 Arc-Small 2 
11 Bolt-Pin 4 
12 Arm-Big 2 
13 Arm-Small 2 
14 Coupling-Arc-Big 2 
15 Coupling-Arc-Small 2 
16 Core-Arc-Big 1 
17 Core-Arc-Small 1 
18 Core-Pin 1 
19 Gear-Big 2 
20 Gear-Small 2 
21 Extension 2 
22 Gear-Core-Big 1 
23  Gear-Core-Small 1 
24 Core-Gear-Spacer-Big 1 
25 Core-Gear-Spacer-Small 1 
26 Core-Knurled-Nut-Big 2 
27 Core-Knurled-Nut-Small 2 
28 Snap ring 48 
29 Bolt 16 
30 Nut 8  
31 Set screw 16 
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Fig.4.7 shows the Omni-Joint physical prototype. 
 
  
Figure ‎4.7. Omni-Joint prototype 
 
Fig.4.8 shows the Omni-Joint physical prototype. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.8. Omni-Joint prototype extreme angle 
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4.2 Stress Analysis: 
The aim of applying stress analysis is to check; the states of a combination between 
failure various postures and various loads, and to determine which part at which state is 
the weakest, failing to handle the stress, the strongest posture. 
Using the Auto-Desk Inventor by trial and error changing the load, until the safety 
factor is equal to one, where the joint is considered failing to withstand the load 
exceeding the yield limit. 
 
The postures are: 
1) Straight posture. 
2) 90° about the big arcs posture. 
3) 90° about the small arcs posture. 
4) 120° about the big arcs posture. 
5) 120° about the small arcs posture. 
 
The loads are in the x-y-z frame of reference of the second link as shown in Fig.4.9. 
1) Force in the +ve X direction. 
2) Force in the –ve X direction. 
3) Force in the +ve Y direction. 
4) Force in the –ve Y direction. 
5) Force in the +ve Z direction. 
6) Force in the –ve Z direction. 
7) Torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 
 
Figure ‎4.9. Loads frame of reference 
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Some loads in specific postures will move the joint and not case it to be stressed, so 
the proper combination of loads and postures are. As following: 
 
 Straight posture and force in the +ve Z direction. 
 Straight posture and force in the –ve Z direction. 
 Straight posture and torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 90° about the big arcs posture and force in the +ve Z direction. 
 90° about the big arcs posture and force in the –ve Z direction. 
 90° about the big arcs posture and Torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 90° about the small arcs posture and force in the +ve Z direction. 
 90° about the small arcs posture and force in the –ve Z direction. 
 90° about the small arcs posture and Torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 120° about the big arcs posture and force in the +ve X direction. 
 120° about the big arcs posture and force in the +ve Z direction. 
 120° about the big arcs posture and force in the –ve Z direction. 
 120° about the big arcs posture and Torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 120° about the small arcs posture and force in the +ve Y direction. 
 120° about the small arcs posture and force in the +ve Z direction. 
 120° about the small arcs posture and force in the –ve Z direction. 
 120° about the small arcs posture and Torsion in the +ve Z direction. 
 
The Procedure: 
 Set the constraints (i.e. the fixed surfaces). 
 Set the loads value and position. 
 Manually define the contact set between different parts of the joint. It took 1047 
contact to define the relations between the surfaces. Bonded constraint is used for 
bolts and welding. Separation no sliding is used between two flat surfaces. Sliding 
no separation is used for rotational constraint like pins in hole for example. 
 Setting the mesh. 
 Check the safety factor whether it is equal to 1 or not. In case it is not equal to 1, 
then is multiplied by the load. 
 Using the stress, find out which parts are the weakest. 
 
4.3 Specs: 
The specs of the manufactured prototype are shown in Appendix B. 
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Chapter 5 
Results and Discussion 
5 Chapter 5 Result and Discussion 
The following are the findings in every aspect studied for all three joints; Ordinary, 
Hooke, and Omni-Joint. 
 
5.1 Advantages and Disadvantages: 
The advantages of the joints are shown in table.5.1, where „*‟ is true and „–„ is false: 
 
Table ‎5.1 Advantages and disadvantages 
Advantages and Disadvantages 
Joint 
O
rd
in
ar
y
 
H
o
o
k
e 
O
m
n
i 
Very simple mechanical construction. *
 - - 
Simple mechanical construction. -
 *
 - 
Complex mechanical construction -
 - *
 
No locking positions and thus no time delays. -
 - *
 
No points with infinite number of solutions, (one to one mapping). -
 - *
 
No position-reach redundancy, (one to one mapping). -
 - *
 
Self-obstruction (for high deviation angles). -
 *
 - 
The shape of joint parts affects range of field of motion. -
 *
 - 
Both degrees of freedom contribute in the same manner on the 
output. 
- - *
 
Large deviation angles (120° for example) with no self-obstruction. -
 - *
 
The joint is always backward drivable. -
 - *
 
Continuous range of field of motion. -
 - *
 
The shape of joints parts has no effect on the range of field of 
motion. 
*
 - *
 
No undesired twist angle between the links. This aspect allows the 
joint to be used as a flexible constant angular velocity coupling. 
- - *
 
When used passively as a constant angular velocity flexible 
coupling, very high deviation angles (more than 90°) can be 
reached. 
- - *
 
Can be used as flexible coupling, however not as constant speed 
coupling, and with a deviation angle less than 90°. 
- *
 - 
Ease of programming and controlling due to the absence of the 
previously mentioned problems, which means small computation 
time. 
- - *
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It has moderate complex programming or control. *
 - - 
Increase of computing time due to drawbacks. *
 
*
 - 
All the actuators can be one side of the joint. No need for having 
the actuator carried on part of the joint. 
- - *
 
 
The Omni-Joint is way advanced than the Ordinary-joint and the Hooke-joint in 
every aspect regarding; Absence of singularity, backward drivability, kinematics, range 
of field of motion, absence of undesired twist and hence the ability to work as a CV 
coupling, simplicity in programing and computing time. 
However the Ordinary-joint and the Hooke-joint are simpler in their mechanical 
configuration. 
5.2 Range of field of motion: 
The range of field of motion for the Omni-Joint, Ordinary-joint, and the Hooke-joint 
are as following: 
 
5.2.1 Omni-Joint range of field of motion: 
The range of field of motion of the Omni-Joint is continuous with no barriers as 
shown in Fig.5.1:  
 
 
Figure ‎5.1. Omni-Joint range of field of motion 
 
5.2.2 Ordinary-joint range of field of motion: 
The range of field of motion of the Ordinary-joint has a fence composed of two points 
parallel to the axis of D2 as shown in Fig.3.7. 
 
5.2.3 Hooke-joint range of field of motion: 
The proportion for a specific extreme angel is shown in eqn.3.3: 
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The range of field of motion of the Hooke-joint has two barriers as shown in Fig.3.10, 
and two gates, each with an entry point parallel to the axis of D2. 
 
The equation describing the range of field of motion barrier is eqn.4.2: 
And eqn.5 that shows the condition of crossing the range of field of motion barrier 
from Zone-1 to Zone-2. 
 
 
It is obvious trough Fig.5.1, Fig.3.7, Fig3.10, eqn.4.2 and eqn.5, that the range of 
field of motion of the Ordinary-joint and the Hooke-joint are not continuous. However, 
the Omni-Joint range of field of motion is continuous. 
5.3 Forward and Inverse Kinematics: 
The forward and inverse kinematics for all three joints is as following. 
 
5.3.1 Ordinary-joint kinematics: 
Forward kinematics shown in eqn.1, Inverse kinematics shown in eqn.2. 
 
5.3.2 Hooke-joint kinematics: 
Forward kinematics shown in eqn.6.9. Inverse kinematics shown in eqn.7.8. 
  
5.3.3 Omni-Joint kinematics: 
Forward kinematics shown in eqn.8.13. Inverse kinematics shown in eqn.9.5. 
  
It is clear through eqn.8.13 and eqn.9.5 that the Omni-Joint kinematics is very 
simple; while eqn.1 and eqn.2 shows that the Ordinary-joint kinematics is more 
complex and suffers from redundancy. For the Hooke-joint eqn.6.9 and eqn.7.8 shows 
that its kinematics are more complex as there are two solutions according to the zone. 
 
5.4 Applications: 
The recommend applications for the joints are as follows: 
 
5.4.1 Ordinary-joint applications: 
Mainly the Ordinary-joint is used as robot arm manipulators base, and humanoid 
robot shoulders. 
 
5.4.2 Hooke-joint applications: 
Mainly it is used for humanoid robot hip and ankle. And used as a passive  
non-constant velocity coupling with acute angle. 
 
5.4.3 Omni-Joint applications: 
Is it is recommended to be used for robots shoulders and hips. And to be used as 
passive constant velocity coupling with obtuse angle. 
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For a 3 degree of freedom rotational joint with; and a Small range of motion 
(deviation angle less than    ) which will be singular free, one should go with; the 
Hooke-joint, or the Ordinary-joint in zones away from its locking position, as both are 
simple in construction. For big range of motion (deviation angle more than    ) 
singular free, one should go with the Omni-Joint. 
For a flexible coupling that transmits rotation between two shafts; Small angle (less 
than     in general) with non-constant velocity ratio, one should go with Hooke-joint. 
For a big angle (more than    ) with constant velocity ratio, one should go with the 
Omni-Joint. 
5.5 Information Extracted from MATLAB Programing Codes: 
 The code for the Omni-Joint is derived from its inverse kinematics eqn.9.5 is 
simple. The code “theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg” is shown in Appendix A.4. 
 
 The Omni-Joint does not need any extra codes like the Ordinary-joint and the 
Hooke-joint. 
 
 
 The code for the Ordinary-joint is complicated. It is derived from its inverse 
kinematics eqn.2. The code “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” shown on Appendix A.5 
calls another code that deals with redundancy, which is “theta_phi_cont_deg” 
shown in Appendix A.11. 
 
 The code “fix_ordinary_locking_deg” shown in Appendix A.6 is needed to handle 
the locking drawback of the Ordinary-joint. This code cannot work in real time, as 
it needs the next point with the current point to handle the locking error. 
 
 
 The code for the Hooke-joint is complicated. It is derived from its inverse 
kinematics eqn.7.8. The code “theta_phi_U1_U2_deg” shown in Appendix A.7 is 
the inverse kinematics of the Hooke-joint. It takes into consideration the different 
zones for the solution. 
 
 The code “fix_Hooke_locking_deg” shown in Appendix A.8 is needed to handle 
the locking drawback of the Hooke-joint, which use eqn.5. This code cannot work 
in real time, as it needs the next point with the current point to handle the locking 
error. 
 
 
 The code “self_obstrct_U1_U2_deg” shown in Appendix A.9 is needed to handle 
the self-obstruction drawback of the Hooke-joint, which use eqn.5. This code 
cannot work in real time, as it needs the next point with the current point to handle 
the locking error. 
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5.5.1 Repeated paths: 
 Path 2 (shown in Fig.5.2), 48 (shown in Fig.5.3), 63 (shown in Fig.5.4), and 78 
(shown in Fig.5.5) are equivalent in the shape of the path but are different in the 
point of beginning and ending. Path 78 has 3 locking positions for the Hooke-joint 
(just by being out of phase), so it will be regarded as a unique path with no 
equivalent from all the paths of this sample. Path 48, 63 will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.2. Path (2) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.3. Path (48) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.4. Path (63) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.5. Path (78) in 3D 
 
 Path 15 (shown in Fig.5.6) and 51 (shown in Fig.5.7) are equivalent in shape but 
different in the point of begging and ending. Both have the same effect on the 
Hooke-joint, only different in phase. Path 51 will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.6. Path (15) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.7. Path (51) in 3D 
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 Path 23 (shown in Fig.5.8) and 66 (shown in Fig.5.9) are equivalent in shape but 
different in the point of begging and ending. Both have the same effect on the 
Hooke-joint, only different in phase. Path 66 will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.8. Path (23) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.9. Path (66) in 3D 
 
 Path 31 (shown in Fig.5.10) and 81 (shown in Fig.5.11) are equivalent in shape 
but different in the point of begging and ending. Both have the same effect on the 
Hooke-joint, only different in phase. Path 81 will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.10. Path (31) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.11. Path (81) in 3D 
 
 Path 37 (shown in Fig.5.12), 40 (shown in Fig.5.13), 43 (shown in Fig.5.14), 46 
(shown in Fig.5.15), and 69 (shown in Fig.5.16) are equivalent. Only path 69 is 
reversed but this makes no difference for this study. Paths 40, 43, 46, and 69 will 
be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.12. Path (37) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.13. Path (40) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.14. Path (43) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.15. Path (46) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.16. Path (69) in 3D 
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 Path 38 (shown in Fig.5.17), 52 (shown in Fig.5.18), 55 (shown in Fig.5.19), 58 
(shown in Fig.5.20), 61 (shown in Fig.5.21), and 64 (shown in Fig.5.22) are 
equivalent. Paths 52, 55, 58, 61, and 64 will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.17. Path (38) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.18. Path (52) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.19. Path (55) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.20. Path (58) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.21. Path (61) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.22. Path (64) in 3D 
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 Path 39 (shown in Fig.5.23), 53 (shown in Fig.5.24), 67 (shown in Fig.5.25), 70 
(shown in Fig.5.26), 73 (shown in Fig.5.27), 76 (shown in Fig.5.28), and 79 
(shown in Fig.5.29) are equivalent. Paths 53, 67, 70, 73, 76, and 79 will be 
ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.23. Path (39) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.24. Path (53) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.25. Path (67) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.26. Path (70) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.27. Path (73) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.28. Path (76) in 3D 
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Figure ‎5.29. Path (69) in 3D 
 
 Path 54 (shown in Fig.5.30) and 68 (shown in Fig.5.31) are equivalent. Path 68 
will be ignored. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.30. Path (54) in 3D 
 
 
Figure ‎5.31. Path (68) in 3D 
 
Without repetition there are total of 99 paths. 
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5.5.2 Data extracted from paths: 
The locking position and self-obstruction for both Ordinary-joints and Hooke-joint are 
shown in table.5.1. Some paths have points in the upper hemisphere. Some paths have 
points in the lower hemisphere as shown in table.5.2: 
 
Table.‎5.2. Joints reaction to paths 
Path no. hemisphere 
locking delays self-obstructions 
Ordinary Hooke Hooke 
1 Upper - 0 0 0 
2 - Lower 0 2 0 
3 - Lower 0 0 4 
4 Upper Lower 1 0 5 
5 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
6 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
7 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
8 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
9 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
10 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
11 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
12 Upper Lower 0 1 10 
13 Upper - 0 0 0 
14 Upper - 0 0 0 
15 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
16 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
17 Upper - 0 0 0 
18 Upper - 0 0 0 
19 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
20 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
21 Upper - 0 0 0 
22 Upper - 0 0 0 
23 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
24 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
25 Upper - 0 0 0 
26 Upper - 0 0 0 
27 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
28 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
29 Upper - 0 0 0 
30 Upper - 0 0 0 
31 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
32 Upper Lower 0 0 3 
33 Upper - 0 0 0 
34 Upper - 0 0 0 
35 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
36 Upper Lower 0 1 5 
37 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
38 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
39 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
41 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
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42 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
44 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
45 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
47 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
49 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
50 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
54 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
56 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
57 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
59 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
60 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
62 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
65 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
71 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
72 Upper Lower 0 0 0 
74 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
75 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
77 Upper Lower 0 0 2 
78 Upper Lower 0 3 0 
80 Upper Lower 0 0 1 
82 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
83 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
84 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
85 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
86 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
87 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
88 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
89 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
90 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
91 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
92 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
93 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
94 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
95 Upper Lower 2 0 0 
96 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
97 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
98 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
99 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
100 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
101 Upper Lower 2 0 2 
102 Upper Lower 4 0 2 
103 Upper Lower 5 0 6 
104 Upper Lower 6 0 6 
105 Upper Lower 7 0 6 
106 Upper Lower 8 0 6 
107 Upper Lower 9 0 10 
108 Upper Lower 10 0 6 
109 Upper Lower 11 0 10 
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110 Upper Lower 12 0 10 
111 Upper Lower 13 0 14 
112 Upper Lower 14 0 10 
113 Upper Lower 15 0 14 
114 Upper Lower 16 0 14 
115 Upper Lower 17 0 14 
116 Upper Lower 18 0 14 
117 Upper Lower 19 0 18 
118 Upper Lower 20 0 14 
119 Upper Lower 21 0 18 
120 Upper Lower 22 0 18 
Total 97 path 86 path 288 7 295 
 
5.5.3 Information Extracted from MATLAB Paths Analysis: 
 From table.5.1 the average rate of locking positions for the Ordinary-joint for the 
sample collected is  
   
  
    6                 
 From table.5.1 the average rate of locking positions for the Hooke-joint for the 
sample collected is  
 
  
                      
 From table.5.1 the average rate of self-obstruction states for the Hooke-joint for 
the sample collected is  
   
  
 3  3                
 The Omni-Joint does not suffer from locking positions or self-obstruction. 
 
5.5.4 Validation of MATLAB models: 
 Note: index in programing is the sequence of elements. (e.g. point of index=1 
means that it is the first point in a sequence of elements). 
 The common way to validate a code is to use a known input and its related 
output. If the code functions properly then the output is as expected. 
 Some examples of the paths used in validation are; 
 Path 2 should case the Hook-joint to have 2 locking delays, and it is the case 
as shown in Fig.5.32: 
 
 
Figure ‎5.32. Joint space of Hooke-joint for path (2) 
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 Path 3 should case the Hook-joint to have 4 locking delays, and it is the case 
as shown in Fig.5.33: 
 
 
Figure ‎5.33. Joint space of Hooke-joint for path (3) 
 
 Path 39 moves though the locking point from zone-2 to zone-1, the code 
should not detect any locking or self-obstruction, and it is the case as shown 
in Fig.5.34. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.34. Joint space of Hooke-joint for path (39) 
 
 Path 102 should case the Ordinary-joint to have 4 locking delays, and it is the 
case as shown in Fig.5.35. 
 
 
Figure ‎5.35. Joint space of Ordinary-joint for path (82) 
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 Passive prototypes are used to test the output as well. 
 
 
5.6 Data extracted from the Stress Analysis: 
Table.5.3 shows the data of which part failed at what load:  
 
Table.‎5.3. Loads and failure of parts 
Load 
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5.6.1 Information Extracted from the Stress Analysis: 
As shown earlier in table.5.2 according to the sample collected for the Omni-Joint: 
 The weakest parts are standard replaceable parts. 
 It can handle maximum compression force when it is in straight posture. 
 It can handle maximum torque when it is bent 90° about the Big-Arc. 
 It is weakest to handle compression force when it is bent 90° about the Small-Arc. 
 It is weakest to handle torsion when it is in straight posture. 
 
5.6.2 Validation of Stress analysis: 
Using Solid-Works the results of case number two (tension at straight posture) is 
close to the results to AutoDesk-inventor, 740 Newton, 756 respectively.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
6 Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusion: 
To summarize, the methodology used is; 
 Analyzing the configurations of all joints. 
 Studding advantages, disadvantages. 
 Geometrical methods to find joints proportions, range of field of motion, 
and forward and inverse kinematics. 
 Studying points of singularities 
 Using MATLAB models to program the paths, kinematics, hangling 
locking and self-obstruction.. 
 Using FEM to study the stress analysis, 
 Designing and manufacturing a physical prototypes, and examing it for 
validation 
 
The findings are; the Omni-Joint characteristics are elaborated; unlike the 
Ordinary-joint and Hooke-joint, the Omni-Joint has no singularities, its range of 
field of motion is continuous, simpler kinematics that leads to less computing 
time, it is recommended to be used for wide range of motion application (e.g. 
robot shoulder), or as a CV fixable coupling with high deviation angle. 
 
6.2 Future Work: 
The study of Rotational joints with a Single Center of Rotation is still full of queries: 
a) Powers transmission for the Omni-Joint as joint and as a coupling. 
b) Study the vibrations when the Omni-Joint is used as a coupling. 
c) The effect of the backlash on the accuracy of the joint. 
d) Optimize a Physical Embodiment for the Omni-Joint.  
e) Compare between certain physical embodiments for joints: 
f) Studying more types of joints extensively: 
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Appendix A: MATLAB Codes 
8 Appendix A: MATLAB Codes 
Notes:  trigonometric functions such as sind, cosd, tand… etc. which use degrees are used 
instead of sin, cos, tan… etc. functions which use radian. Because sind, cosd, and 
tand for example give exact zero when they should. While the others give very small 
number which cause error in the result. 
 
 
Appendix A.1. “main_thesis” Code: 
function [] = main_thesis() 
  
clear 
close all 
clc 
  
on='R'; 
while on(1)=='r'||on(1)=='R' 
  
        %% intro 
  
        clear 
        close all 
        clc 
         
        display 
('###############################################################'); 
        display ('###     Inverse kinematics of paths for revolute joints     ###'); 
        display ('###        Omni-Joint | Ordinary Joint | Hooke-Joint        ###'); 
        display 
('###############################################################'); 
        display (' '); 
  
        %% select path & generate path 
  
        display ('---------------- Press any key to select path: ----------------'); 
        display (' '); 
        pause; 
  
        path= menu ('Select path',... 
                    'Arbitrary Axis path','Umbrella shaped'); 
        %generate path 
        switch path 
             
           case 1 
              display ('---------------------------------------------------------------'); 
              display (' '); 
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              display ('Path: Arbitrary Axis'); 
              display (' '); 
              display ('---------------------------------------------------------------'); 
              display (' '); 
              display ('Enter Axis parameter:'); 
              display (' '); 
              axis_theta=input('Axis theta (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              axis_phi=input('Axis phi (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              display ('---------------------------------------------------------------'); 
              display (' '); 
              display ('Enter Path parameter:'); 
              display (' '); 
              theta1=input('theta start (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              theta2=input('theta end (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              phi1=input('phi start (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              phi2=input('phi end (deg)='); 
              display (' '); 
              thetas_phis = path_gen_deg(axis_theta,axis_phi,theta1,theta2,phi1,phi2); 
               
           case 2 
              display ('---------------------------------------------------------------'); 
              display (' '); 
              display ('Path: Umbrella shaped'); 
              display (' '); 
              sectors=input ('Enter number of sectors='); 
              display (' '); 
              [thetas_phis]= path_umbrella_deg(sectors); 
  
        end 
         
        [upper,lower]= plot_path_deg(thetas_phis); 
  
        figure('name','Path Thetas & Phis VS index'); %figure title 
        grid on; grid minor; 
        hold on; 
        plot(thetas_phis(1,:),'b','LineWidth',2); 
        plot(thetas_phis(2,:),'g','LineWidth',2); 
        xlabel('Index'); ylabel('Angle (Degree)'); 
        legend ('Theta','Phi'); 
  
  
        %% generate points for each type of joint 
        betas_zetas = theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg(thetas_phis); 
        
        Otheta_Ophi = theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg(thetas_phis); 
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        [Otheta_Ophi,O_locking,O_locking_no] = fix_ordianry_locking_deg(Otheta_Ophi); 
        O_loc_flag=max(abs(O_locking)); 
         
        [U1_U2,U_zone] = theta_phi_U1_U2_deg(thetas_phis); 
        [U1_U2,U_zone,U_locking,U_locking_no] = fix_Hooke_locking_deg(U1_U2,U_zone); 
        U_loc_flag=max(abs(U_locking)); 
        [U_fail, U_self_no] = self_obstruct_U1_U2_deg(U1_U2,U_zone); 
        U_fail_flag=max(abs(U_fail)); 
                         
        %% plot Omni 
  
        figure('name','Omni-Joint VS Index'); %figure title 
        grid on; grid minor; 
        hold on; 
         
        plot(betas_zetas(1,:),'b','LineWidth',2); 
        plot(betas_zetas(2,:),'g','LineWidth',2); 
        xlabel('Index'); ylabel('Angle (Degree)'); 
        legend ('Beta small','Eta small'); 
  
        %% plot Ordinary 
         
        figure('name','Ordinary-Joint VS Index'); %figure title 
        grid on; grid minor; 
        hold on; 
  
         
        if O_loc_flag==1 
        O_locking=1.2*max(abs(Otheta_Ophi(:))).*O_locking; 
        bar(O_locking,18,'k') 
        temp3=bar(-O_locking,18,'k'); 
        end 
  
        temp1=plot(Otheta_Ophi(1,:),'b','LineWidth',2); 
        temp2=plot(Otheta_Ophi(2,:),'g','LineWidth',2); 
        xlabel('Index'); ylabel('Angle (Degree)'); 
         
        if O_loc_flag==1 
        legend ([temp1,temp2,temp3],'O-Theta','O-Phi','Locking'); 
        else 
        legend ([temp1,temp2],'O-Theta','O-Phi');     
        end 
         
        %% plot Hooke 
         
        figure('name','Hooke-Joint VS Index'); %figure title 
        grid on; grid minor; 
        hold on; 
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        if U_fail_flag==1 && U_loc_flag~=1 
        self_obs=1.4*max(abs(U1_U2(:)))*U_fail; 
        bar(self_obs,9,'r'); 
        temp3=bar(-self_obs,9,'r'); 
        elseif U_fail_flag~=1 && U_loc_flag==1 
        U_locking=1.2*max(abs(U1_U2(:)))*U_locking; 
        bar(U_locking,18,'k'); 
        temp4=bar(-U_locking,18,'k'); 
        elseif U_fail_flag==1 && U_loc_flag==1 
        U_locking=1.2*max(abs(U1_U2(:)))*U_locking; 
        self_obs=1.4*max(abs(U1_U2(:)))*U_fail; 
        bar(self_obs,9,'r'); 
        bar(U_locking,18,'k'); 
        temp3=bar(-self_obs,9,'r'); 
        temp4=bar(-U_locking,18,'k'); 
        end 
          
        temp1=plot(U1_U2(1,:),'b','LineWidth',2); 
        temp2=plot(U1_U2(2,:),'g','LineWidth',2); 
        xlabel('Index'); ylabel('Angle (Degree)'); 
         
        if U_fail_flag==1 && U_loc_flag~=1 
        legend ([temp1,temp2,temp3],'U1','U2','Self-Obstruction'); 
        elseif U_fail_flag~=1 && U_loc_flag==1 
        legend ([temp1,temp2,temp4],'U1','U2','Locking Delay');  
        elseif U_fail_flag==1 && U_loc_flag==1 
        legend ([temp1,temp2,temp4,temp3],'U1','U2','Locking Delay','Self-Obsturction'); 
        else 
        legend ([temp1,temp2],'U1','U2'); 
        end 
         
%% 
         
if upper==1 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###        Path has point(s) in the Upper hemisphere.       ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' '); 
end 
  
             
if lower==1 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###        Path has point(s) in the lower hemisphere.       ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' ');     
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end 
  
        if O_loc_flag==1 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###      Ordinary-Joint suffers from locking postures       ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('#'); 
            fprintf ('# no. of instance(s) of locking = %d\n',length(O_locking_no)); 
            display ('#'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' '); 
            display (' '); 
            display (' ');             
        end 
  
        if U_loc_flag==1 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###        Hooke-Joint suffers from locking postures        ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('#'); 
            fprintf ('# no. of instance(s) of locking = %d\n',length(U_locking_no)); 
            display ('#'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' '); 
  
        end 
        
        if U_fail_flag==1 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###        Hooke-Joint suffers from self-obstruction        ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('#'); 
            fprintf ('# no. of instance(s) of self-obstrution = %d\n',length(U_self_no)); 
            display ('#'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' '); 
  
        end 
         
        if U_fail_flag==1 
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            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display ('###          Hooke-Joint fails to execute the path          ###'); 
            display 
('###############################################################'); 
            display (' '); 
        end 
  
     
    %% Run program agin or exit 
    display ('---------------------------------------------------------------'); 
    display (' '); 
    display ('-------------- Press R to run the program agian: --------------'); 
    on = input('','s'); 
    display (' '); 
    if isempty(on) 
        on='N'; 
    end 
  
end 
     
    %% terminate program and close all figure and clear memory 
    display ('-------------------------- Thank you --------------------------'); 
    display (' '); 
    pause(1.5); 
     
    clear 
    close all 
    clc 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.2. “pathe_gen_deg” Code: 
function [thetas_phis] = 
path_gen_deg(axis_theta,axis_phi,theta_start,theta_end,phi_start,phi_end) 
  
i=1; % resolution 
  
temp1=abs(theta_end-theta_start); 
temp2=abs(phi_end-phi_start); 
  
if temp1==0 && temp2==0 
    n=1; 
else 
    n=ceil((temp1+temp2)/i); 
    %% n or n+1 
    n=n+1;  %n+1 elements because I want to return back to where I started 
end 
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%% 
theta=linspace(theta_start,theta_end,n); 
phi=linspace(phi_start,phi_end,n); 
r=ones(1,n); 
%% sph2cart 
%!!!! azimuth TH, elevation PHI !!!! it is different than spherical system I use 
%[X,Y,Z] = sph2cart(TH,PHI,R) 
%[TH,PHI,R] = cart2sph(X,Y,Z) 
  
%theta is measured from the Z axis, theta_new (which matlab uses) is measered form the x-y 
plane 
theta_new=-theta+90; 
theta_new=theta_new*pi/180; 
phi=phi*pi/180; 
[x,y,z]=sph2cart(phi,theta_new,r); % takes angles in rad 
%% rotation about y axis by 90 degrees 
for i=1:n 
     
    temp=rotz(axis_phi,'deg')*roty(axis_theta,'deg')*[x(i);y(i);z(i)]; 
    x(i)=temp(1); 
    y(i)=temp(2); 
    z(i)=temp(3); 
     
end 
  
%% cart2sph 
[phi,theta_new,r] = cart2sph(x,y,z); % when I transform back there is no such thing as -theta 
theta=-theta_new+(90*pi/180); 
%% 
thetas_phis=[theta;phi]*180/pi; 
  
% can this fix the effect that happend when cart2sph? yes 
thetas_phis=theta_phi_cont_deg(thetas_phis); 
  
thetas_phis=round(thetas_phis,6); % some "zeros" are just a small no. which cause problems 
% and it did help in the Arbitrary Axis when used for Longitude path 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.3. “path_umbrella_deg” Code: 
function [thetas_phis] = path_umbrella_deg(n) 
  
thetas_phis=[;]; 
  
a=0; 
b=180/n; 
  
for i=1:n 
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    temp = path_gen_deg(0,0,120,0,a,a);  
    thetas_phis =[thetas_phis(:,:) temp(:,1:length(temp)-1)]; 
 
    temp = path_gen_deg(0,0,0,120,a+b,a+b);  
    thetas_phis =[thetas_phis(:,:) temp(:,1:length(temp)-1)]; 
 
    temp = path_gen_deg(0,0,120,120,a+b,a+2*b);  
    thetas_phis =[thetas_phis(:,:) temp(:,1:length(temp)-1)]; 
     
    a=a+2*b; 
     
end 
   
%     can this fix the effect that happend when cart2sph? yes 
    thetas_phis=theta_phi_cont_deg(thetas_phis); 
 
% plot 
close all 
% plot_path_deg(thetas_phis); 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.4. “theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg” Code: 
function [betas_zetas] = theta_phi_betas_zetas_deg(thetas_phis) 
  
theta=thetas_phis(1,:); 
phi=thetas_phis(2,:); 
  
thetas = theta / 2; 
  
betas = atand((tand(thetas)).*(cosd(phi))); %[-pi,pi] 
zetas  = atand((tand(thetas)).*(sind(phi))); %[-pi,pi] 
  
betas_zetas=[betas;zetas]; 
% betas_etas=2*betas_etas; 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.5. “theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg” Code: 
function [Otheta_Ophi] = theta_phi_Otheta_Ophi_deg(thetas_phis) 
  
[Ctheta_Cphi] = theta_phi_cont_deg(thetas_phis); 
 
 Otheta_Ophi=[Otheta;Ophi]; 
end 
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Appendix A.6. “fix_ordinary_locking_deg” Code: 
function [Otheta_Ophi,O_locking,O_locking_no] = fix_ordianry_locking_deg(Otheta_Ophi) 
  
    O_locking=zeros(1,length(Otheta_Ophi)); 
    O_locking_no=[]; 
    %% going to zero 
    i=1; 
    while i<length(Otheta_Ophi)% only < because if i reach the full length there is noting to 
fix 
     
        cond_old=(Otheta_Ophi(2,i)~=Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)); 
  
        a=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i)); 
        b=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)); 
        c=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)-180); 
        cond_new= a~=b && a~=c; 
%         cond_new= a~=b; 
%         cond_new= a~=c; % cause while loop running forever 
         
        if (Otheta_Ophi(1,i)~=0)&&(Otheta_Ophi(1,i+1)==0)&& cond_new 
         
        Otheta_Ophi=[Otheta_Ophi(:,1:i) [0;Otheta_Ophi(2,i)] 
Otheta_Ophi(:,i+1:length(Otheta_Ophi))]; 
        % elements up to i , new point [0;i] , the rest of elements 
        O_locking=[O_locking(:,1:i) [1] O_locking(:,i+1:length(O_locking))]; 
        O_locking_no=[O_locking_no i]; 
         
        end 
         
        i=i+1; 
        
    end 
    %% getting away from zero 
    i=1; 
    while i<length(Otheta_Ophi)% only < because if i reach the full length there is noting to 
fix 
     
        cond_old=(Otheta_Ophi(2,i)~=Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)); 
         
        a=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i)); 
        b=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)); 
        c=wrapTo360(Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)-180); 
        cond_new= a~=b && a~=c; 
%         cond_new= a~=b; 
%         cond_new= a~=c; % cause while loop running forever 
         
        if (Otheta_Ophi(1,i)==0)&&(Otheta_Ophi(1,i+1)~=0)&& cond_new 
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        Otheta_Ophi=[Otheta_Ophi(:,1:i) [0;Otheta_Ophi(2,i+1)] 
Otheta_Ophi(:,i+1:length(Otheta_Ophi))]; 
        % elements up to i , new point [0,i+1] , the rest of elements 
        O_locking=[O_locking(:,1:i) [1] O_locking(:,i+1:length(O_locking))]; 
        O_locking_no=[O_locking_no i]; 
         
        end 
         
        i=i+1; 
        
    end 
end 
 
 
Appendix A.7. “theta_phi_U1_U2_deg” Code: 
function [U1_U2,U_zone] = theta_phi_U1_U2_deg(thetas_phis) 
  
theta=thetas_phis(1,:); 
phi=thetas_phis(2,:); 
  
I1 = sind(theta).*cosd(phi); 
I2 = sind(theta).*sind(phi); 
I3 = cosd(theta); 
  
%get first solution 
first_U1  = atan2d(I1,I3);                       %[-pi,pi] 
first_U2  = atan2d(I2,(sqrt((I1.^2)+(I3.^2))));  %[-pi,pi] 
  
%get second solution 
second_U1 = atan2d(-I1,-I3);                     %[-pi,pi] 
second_U2 = atan2d(L2,-(sqrt((I1.^2)+(I3.^2)))); %[-pi,pi] 
  
U_zone=[]; 
% % choose between the two solutions according to the location of theta & phi 
for i=1:length (thetas_phis) 
  
    if (abs(first_U2(i))>(180-abs(first_U1(i)))) 
        U1(i)= second_U1(i); 
        U2(i)= second_U2(i); 
        U_zone(i)=-1; 
    else 
        U1(i)= first_U1(i); 
        U2(i)= first_U2(i); 
        U_zone(i)=1; 
        if abs(U2(i))==90 
            U_zone(i)=0; %gate between zone 1 and zone 2  
% this point should have infinte no. of soultions, it will be fixed in the next function 
“fix_Hooke_locking_deg” 
        end 
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    end 
  
end 
  
U1_U2=[U1;U2]; 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.8. “fix_Hooke_locking_deg” Code: 
function [U_res,U_zone,U_locking,U_locking_no] = fix_Hooke_locking_deg(U1_U2,zone) 
  
U_res =[]; %U1_U2 Result or output 
U_zone=[]; 
  
U1=[U1_U2(1,:)]; 
U2=[U1_U2(2,:)]; 
  
U_locking=[];   % matrix of full length with ones at locking postion 
U_locking_no=[]; % index of locking 
  
  
%% first point 
    if abs(U2(1))==90 && U1(1)~=U1(2) 
        U_res(1,1)=U1(2); 
        U_res(2,1)=U2(1); %90 or -90 
        U_zone(1)=[0]; 
         
        U_locking=[1]; 
        
    else 
        U_res(1,1)=U1(1); 
        U_res(2,1)=U2(1); %90 or -90 
        U_zone(1)=zone(1); 
  
        U_locking=[0]; 
    
    end 
  
 %% points in between 
    for i=2:length(U1_U2)-1 
  
        if abs(U2(i))==90 && U1(i-1)~= U1(i+1) 
            U_res=[U_res [U1(i-1);U2(i)] [U1(i+1);U2(i)]]; 
            U_zone=[U_zone 0 0]; 
             
            U_locking=[U_locking 1 0];             
            
        else 
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            U_res=[U_res [U1(i);U2(i)]]; 
            U_zone=[U_zone zone(i)]; 
            U_locking=[U_locking 0]; 
             
        end 
  
    end 
     
    %% last point 
    if abs(U2(length(U2)))==90 && U1(length(U1))~=U1(length(U1)-1) 
        U_res=[U_res [U1(length(U2)-1);U2(length(U2))]]; 
        U_zone=[U_zone 0]; 
         
        U_locking=[U_locking 1]; 
         
    else 
        U_res=[U_res [U1(length(U2));U2(length(U2))]]; 
        U_zone=[U_zone zone(length(U2))]; 
         
        U_locking=[U_locking 0]; 
  
    end 
  
 %% index of locking    
    for i=1:length(U_locking) 
         
        if U_locking(i)==1 
            U_locking_no=[U_locking_no i]; 
        end 
    end 
           
end 
 
 
Appendix A.9. “self_obstrct_U1_U2_deg” Code: 
function [U_fail,U_self_no] = self_obstruct_U1_U2_deg(U1_U2,U_zone) 
  
U_fail=zeros(1,length(U_zone)); 
  
U_self_no=[]; 
  
U1=U1_U2(1,:); 
  
for i=1:length (U_zone)-1 % length-1 because the last point will has no next point to compare 
with 
     
    if abs(U_zone(i+1)-U_zone(i))==2 && U1(i+1)~=U1(i) 
        U_fail(i)=1; 
        U_self_no=[U_self_no i]; 
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    end 
  
end 
  
end 
 
 
Appendix A.10. “plot_path_deg” Code: 
function [upper,lower] = plot_path_deg(thetas_phis) 
  
thetas=thetas_phis(1,:)*pi/180; 
phis=thetas_phis(2,:)*pi/180; 
r=ones(1,size(thetas_phis,2)); 
  
%!!!! azimuth TH, elevation PHI !!!! it is different than spherical system I use 
%[X,Y,Z] = sph2cart(TH,PHI,R) 
%[TH,PHI,R] = cart2sph(X,Y,Z) 
  
%theta is measured from the Z axis, theta_new (which matlab uses) is measured form the x-y 
plane 
thetas_new=-thetas+(90*pi/180); 
[x,y,z]=sph2cart(phis,thetas_new,r); 
  
figure('name','Path'); %figure title 
  
%     for i=1:length(x) 
%     hold on 
%     plot3(x(i),y(i),z(i),'or'); 
     
    plot3(x(1),y(1),z(1),'or'); 
    hold on;plot3(x,y,z); 
  
upper=0; 
lower=0; 
     
    if max(z)>0 
        upper=1; 
    end 
     
    if min(z)<=0 
        lower=1; 
    end 
     
%     end 
     
    xlabel('X axis'); ylabel('Y axis'); zlabel('Z axis'); 
    grid on; grid minor; 
    pbaspect([1 1 1]); daspect([1 1 1]); 
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end 
 
 
Appendix A.11. “theta_phi_cont_deg” Code: 
function [Ctheta_Cphi] = theta_phi_cont_deg(thetas_phis) 
  
theta=thetas_phis(1,:); 
phi=thetas_phis(2,:); 
 
%get first solution 
Ctheta1 = theta; 
Cphi1   = wrapTo360(phi);%[0,360] 
  
%get second solution 
Ctheta2 = -theta; 
Cphi2   = wrapTo360(phi + 180);%[0,360] 
  
%first point of output is the same as first point of input 
Ctheta(1) = theta(1); 
Cphi(1) = phi(1); 
  
if length (thetas_phis)>1 
    for i=2:length(thetas_phis) 
 
        %get 2 diffs. between first solution and previous position 
        dtheta1 = Ctheta1(i) - Ctheta(i-1); 
        dphi1 = Cphi1(i) - wrapTo360(Cphi(i-1)); %[0,360]-[0,360]=]-360,360[ 
        dphi1=wrapTo180(dphi1); 
 
        %get the big deviation in first solution 
        if(abs(dtheta1) > abs(dphi1)) 
            diff1 = abs(dtheta1); 
        else 
            diff1 = abs(dphi1); 
        end 
  
        %get 2 diffs. between second solution and previous position 
        dtheta2 = Ctheta2(i) - Ctheta(i-1); 
        dphi2 = Cphi2(i) - wrapTo360(Cphi(i-1)); 
        dphi2=wrapTo180(dphi2); 
         
        %get the big deviation in second solution 
        if(abs(dtheta2) > abs(dphi2)) 
            diff2 = abs(dtheta2); 
        else 
            diff2 = abs(dphi2); 
        end 
  
        %if the big deviation in the first sol. is greater than the big dev in 
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        %the second sol. then take sol2 else take sol1 
        if(diff1 > diff2) 
            Ctheta(i) = Ctheta2(i); 
            Cphi(i) = Cphi2(i); 
        else 
            Ctheta(i) = Ctheta1(i); 
            Cphi(i) = Cphi1(i); 
        end 
  
        %now make Pphi continuous 
        phi_diff = Cphi(i)- wrapTo360(Cphi(i-1)); %[0,360]-[0,360]=]-360,360[ 
        phi_diff = wrapTo180(phi_diff); 
        Cphi(i) = Cphi(i-1) + phi_diff; 
  
    end 
end 
  
Ctheta_Cphi=[Ctheta;Cphi]; 
  
end 
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Appendix B: Prototype Specs 
9 Appendix B: Prototype Specs 
Main Dimensions: 
Dimensions are in mm. 
 
Figure ‎9.1. Specs main dimensions 
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Fixture: 
Dimensions are in mm. 
 
 
Figure ‎9.2. Specs fixture dimensions 
 
Loads: 
 With safety factor of 3: 
 Force: 36.70 N 
 Torsion: 1089.36 NM 
